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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NEW ADVKKTIMCMKNT8 THIN

W

KICK.

Probate notice —Est Augustus N Osgood et
ala.
Western Assurance Co—Statement
Geo H Graut
Girl wanted for general
housework.
Geo H Grant—House for sale,
in bankruptcy—Eva E Linseott.
In bankruptcy—Albert L Morgan.
Probate notice—E’t Thomas W Talcott.
Probate notice—Est Mary T Clark.
Admr notice—Est Seth K Hinckley.
Exec notice—Est Mary L Lynam.
Statement—Casualty Company of America.
Commissioners’ notice.
Girl wanted.
O W Tapley—Insurance.
J A Haynes—Cash market.
Ellsworth Greenhouse.
Happy Hour theatre.
New Gem theatre.
Holtz & Stauwood—Photographers.
Ellsworth Falls:
M M Moore—Cash prices.
West Hancock:
L Linscott—Seed potatoes for sale.
Bangor. Me:
Utterback Bros Co —Carriages and har—

Rank in

(Only Savings

Ellsworth.)

Its resources al>ovc liabilities 'for

deposits,

earned divi.

.lends and State tax are more than ten loj per cent.
Deposits Bre by law exempt from municipal taxation. Has
been in business thirty-live years and lias

Paid Sixty-nine regular Semi-annual Dividends.
Money goes on interest four times eacli year.
paving* Bank* for tlie asking.

Home

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

nesses.

Portland. Me:
Edwards Farm
Boston:

We will sell for yon.
We will rent for you.
We will buy for you.
We will certify the title.

SELL
YOUR
REAL
ESTATE.

AT

write, all kinds of insurance.
Write us and we will call on you
immediately

C. W. & F. L. MASON,
First Xstloiml Bank

Stkrkt.

FOR

BMg,.

This Jot of land Is

on

SALE

on south side and at foot ”f Sea street, Northeast
the shore and title given to tow«water ma< k.

Harbor

coaling

station

bargain—the Sfiuon Flood Immestead
an4«at)ie
a

all.

kinds
rut*,

Fire
Marine
Life
Accident

Surry, about
Apply

at

of-

.*»
to

store dwelling
acres; i
C\ '.V. & K. L. Mason.
■>

RECEIVED.

Miss Rubie J. Gurney is teaching at
Harbor.
Mrs. Orlando Brooks, of Hartland, spent

oiwi

Real Estate

last week with relatives in this

city.

F. Burn ham, who is living in BrockMass., is in the city for a few clays.
Wm. H. H. Rice relief corps will have a
supper at G. A. R. hall Thursday evening
at 6 o’clock.
Miss Helen G. Adams, who is visiting her
uncle, George Lord, of Calais, is expected
A.
ton,

home

to-day.

Howard \V. Dunn, jr., returned to Bates
college, Lewiston, Monday after a two-

insurance

Employers’ Liability
Physicians’ Liability
Teum's Liability
Itruftxtsts’ Liability
O. W. TAPLEY, Ellsworth, Me.

Ineuranoe

MAILS

From West—7.11 a m, 4 39 aud 6.0? pm.
From East—11.07 a in, 12 05, 5.55 and 10.52 p m.
MAIL bLOSBS AT FOSlOftFICK.
Going East—«.30 a m, 4 and 5.30 p m.
Going West— 11.45,11.30 a m, 5-30and 9 pm.
No 8unda v mall.

Birch

Farm with buildings In good repair. Acres fine shore property. Hast Blue hill. Me.
One 1 1-2 story house newly shingled and painted New stable 28x32. New hennery 13x4“
wtli six acres of laud more or less all free from rocks, with never-falling well ot water at the
door Wood-house and carriage-house connected with the house; cuts five tons of bay. This
JssttfT dc«*.r..ble I'waftmi for summer home, or for a market garden, being easily acessioie
t© Bar Harbor market*. situated at Latnoine. Maine, aoout two ml.es from 17. a.
At

aiajLo
ELLSWORTH fOST-OFFICE.
In effect Oct. 7, W07.
or

E. i.swouth. Mr.

»210 feet «f tend situate
Maine.

etc.

weeks’ vacation.

Howard H. Hooper, who has beeu scalSteam Boiler ing logs near Berlin Mills, N. H., the past
winter, is home.
Bowl*
Miss Emma Hinckley of Bluebill, who
Burglary
was the guest of her aunt, Mrs. P. B. Day,
has returned home.
Health
The entertainment and ball of City hose
company will take place ac Hancock hall
nveatmonto next Monday evening.
The firemen were called out by a grass
tire near the railroad and High street this
forenoon.
No damage.
Miss Helen E. Bonsey is home after an
extended visit among relatives and friends
in New Hampshire and Massachusetts.
Mrs. W. P. Woodward, who has spent
the w inter with her sons in New York
and Manchester, N. H., arrived home
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Monday.

CARPETINGS.
Carpets, Rugs

Cotton, Linen

and

Druggets

and Wool.

in

Mattillgs, Chinese, Japanese
White, Colors and FiguredDesigns.

Straw
Plain

OH Cloths, 1,

Linoleums,

1 1-2 and 2
2 and 4

WALL.

yds.

wide.

yds. wide.

PAPERS.

New

spring designs; large lot to select
rolls particularly handsome and
10,000
from;
up-to-date patterns

10c to 35c

a

double roll.

Samuel W. Moore and wife bav«* returned
to thei? home here. They have been emthe past year on the Morrison farm
ployed
in Mariaville.
W. E. Baker, of New York, ebief-efigiueer of the Mt. Desert Transit Co., and
George B. Dorr, of Boston, a director, were
in the city last week.
Philip H. Sheridan council, Knights of

Weather makes you lanquid, dull and

listless,

Full

*ND

AT THE

supplies

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.

fixtures.
•**

„‘*l***

Ssp'lks CkMdnllr
*"• MOORi
moor.

Mry Ri/»~
“i -(west end bridge).

OItm.

Ellsworth.

Give orders early and secure
prompt service.
Telephone,

43.

found-in-the-shop variety.

Sunday will be in keeping with tta
Eastertide. There will be a sermon by the
pastor in the morning, w ith special music
by the senior choir, in the evening the !
Sunday school will give a concert. The!
junior arid senior choirs will combine for scheme is buff and white. There are new
the opening and dosing choruses, whiie | electric light fixtures.
The halls are
pieces will be rendered by each papered in dark green. The greatest
choir during the concert. The exercises j change, in matter of convenience, is the
will be brought to a close by a baptism.
large kitchen built back of the dining hail
The democrats of Ellsworth in caucus in the Franklin street extension of the
building. The kitchen extends entirely
Saturday elected the following delegates across
the hall, making a room about I4x
and alternates to the third district democratic convention at Fairfield: Delegates 30 feet. It is equipped with closets, tables,
sink
and
other conveniences to facilitate
—A. W. Greely, D.
E. Hurley, G. B.
banquets to large numbers witlr
Stuart, J. J. Duffy, J. A. Cunningham, E. serving
E. Brady. Alternates-E. B. Wyman, F. out confusion. The old kitchen has been
T. Doyle, C. 1’. Hal pin, C. W. Hurley, A. made into a smoking room, from which
II. Stuart, J. W. Coughlin. There were the men’s toilet opens. The former toilet
two sets of delegates in the field, one for r,'om has been made into a women’s toilc*
E. E. Brady for delegate to the national room. Doors into the lodge rooms ha\e
convention; the other for H. F. Maddocks. been widened. The dining or dancing hall
will be newly painted.
The Bradv
were

j

special

delegates

elected.

thp ladies
of the Baptist church met at the home of
Mrs. C. \V. Mason on High street and perfected the organization of a social circle.
The circle is to have in hand the social lite
of the church. The following
officers
were e'. Xtd:
President, Mrs. S. J. Stew\U
Mrs.
P.
ard;
A. A. Kiilam;
v te-*ider.t,
Miss M. A. Hodgkins; treasurer,'
Mrs. C. 11. Curtis. The next meeting will
be a thimble party held April 16, at the
home of the president. All those interested are invited to be present.
inursuay

aiternoon

some

ol

The home of George Porter Smith and
on Franklin street was the scene of a

wife

quiet wedding yesterday morning, when
their daughter, Miss Corinne V., became

rertainment and ball of City Hose Co. Reserved seats, 50 cents, on ^ale at Moore*s

drug

store.

Friday. May 8, at Hancock ball—“The
Girl of Twenty Summers,” by U. of M.
dramatic club, followed by dance.
Friday, April 24, at high school building—Entertainment by Bridge hill division V. I.

society.

State
Tuesday, May 12, at Ellsworth
convention of Knights of Columbus.
—

STATE.

Wednesday, April 29,11 a. ra., at Waterdistrict republican conven-

ville—'Third
tion.

Thursday, April 30, 1.30 p. m., at PortRepublican State convention to
nominate delegates to national conven-

land

—

tion.

atbmiMTnntii

the bride of Edwin S. Andrews, of Carmel.
The groom is a y oung farmer of that town,
while the bride is well known in this < i:y.
The ceremony wag performed by Kev. P.
A. KHhmi, the ring service heiefg used.
secretary,
The bride was tastefully attired in a traveling dress of Copenhagan blue, with waist
of white trimmed writb cluney lace. The
couple was unattended, and the service
was witnessed by the immediate members
Leonard lake has lost its floating islands, ! of the family. Mr. and Mrs. Andrews
aud nobody is sorry. The power company, I left on the
morning train for Carmel,
which feared the islands might come
where their home ia in readiness for them.

TIME TO PAINT
the BEST is

Patton’s Snn-Proof.

COMING EVENTS.
ELLttWOKTH.
Hancock hall

—

Happy

Hour

theatre.

and illustrated songs;
5; evenings, 7 to 10.
Admission, 10c.; children under 12, at all

Moving pictures

afternoons

times,

BUY it of

from 2 to

5c.

Odd FelloA s

M.M. MOORE,

|

V.

houses the chimmeys burned out without setting fire to the wood-work, but
at the McGown house, wood-work in the
attic caught fire. The fire was extin
guished by the firemen w ithout damage to
Mr. McGown compliments
the house.
Chief-Engineer Goodw in and his firemen
very highly on their watchfulness, and
the care shown in preventing damage to
the house in extinguishing the fire. He
backed up his good w ords for the firemen
by a box of cigars.
The sociable and dance given by Wm.
H. H. Rice post, G. A. R., last Thursday
evening, proved a most enjoyable affair.
James E. Parsons was called upon to preside by Post-Commander William Small.
Mr. Parsons spoke briefly of Lee’s surrender, of w’hich the day was the fortythird anniversary. The entertainment included speeches by J. B. Redman aud
Milton Beckw'ith, singing
by a quartette
composed of Miss Mary F. Hopkins, Mrs.
J. A. Cunningnam, John O. Whitney and
O. W. Tapley, with Mrs. Harvard Greely
as accompanist;
solos Dy Miss L. M.
Trundy, with Miss M. A. Hodgkins as
accompanist, and singing by the assemblage. Cards were then enjoyed in Grand

gal.

EASTER LILIES

made, dry,

HAWES,

von

Gal

HATS.

Incorporated.

third at the house of James A.
McGown. At the Morrison and Black

ccr«e“°"n

Lines of

ELECTRICAL
It "

and

With minimum trouble and cost biscuit, cake and pastry are made fresh,
clean and greatly superior to the ready-

and the

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN.
WIRINC.

remain dosed UMtil alter the distribution
of the evening mail—about 6.30.
»
Hon. William T. Haines, ot Waterville,
candidat for the republican nomination
for govirnor of Maine, wms in the city
Tuesday. Other well-known men in town
the same day were Dr. J. H. Patten, of
Amherst, Frank E. Mace, of Great Pond,
A. R. Buck, of Orland, M. L. Allen, of Mt.
Desert.
Tbe services at the Baptist church next

chimmey fires in the high w ind
Sunday occupied the attention of the firemen—one at the house of S. J. Morrison,
another at the house of Alexander Black,

Ellsworth, Maine.

WORK

profit

The only Baking Powder
from Royal Grape Cream of Tartar

legal holiday, falls on Sunday this year,
Monday, the 20th, will be observed. The
banks will be cloned for the day. The
postoffice will be closed at 9 o’clock, and

Three

my price is only

ELECTRICAL

a

Baking Powder

Sunday.

y ou never had a liner syrup on your table ; and yet

J. A. HAYNES,

and

1.

F. Hendee has closed
his
oastnrate at the Methodist church, preachhis
sermon
morning
concluding
Sunday
ing. Mr. Hendee and Miss Springham,
the deaconness who was assigned to this
parish during the past year, are attending
conference, in Koulton this week. Mr.
Hendee resigned the pastorate here. It is
understood that Miss Springham will not
return here, as the number of deacon nesses
in this conference has been reduced, and
those remaining will divide their time
between several districts. There will be
no service at the Methodist church next

If the Gentle, Balmy Spring

just received it; it came to me direct from
Mai ne’s finest maples. A rich velvety syrup of
m ost unusual
deliciousness—by far superior to all
the syrups I have ever had. You’ll surely want
so me of this table
delicacy. Come right in today
endtell me how much you'll have. I’ll guarantee

a

May

The regular meeting of the Rebekah
sewing dub will be held at Odd Fellows
hall, Tuesday. April 23. It is hoped that as
many n» can will attend in order to finish
the work begun before the meetings are
discontinued lor the summer. The regular
supper will be served at 6.30.
As Patriots’ day, the 19th of April, a

Rev.

fftpril Fooled^

1

qt; $1.85

pleasure

a

C. 8. Johnston has purchased a lot in
the rear of C. E. Sinclair’s blacksmith
shop on Franklin street. Mr. Johnston
will build a stable, about 35x10
feet, with
basement, ana will open a livery and
boarding stable. Construction wilf begin

of Ellsworth. The many beautiful flowets
at the funeral betokened the love and esteem in which the deceased was held.

atj&rrliscmcnta.

You Ever Tasted!

a

To t±& woman who bakes,
Royal is the greatest of
time and labor savers.
Makes home baking easy,

building—New Gem theatre.
Moving pictures and illustrated songs;
from
2 to 5; evenings from 7 to
afternoons
General admission, 10c.; children in
10.
the afternoon, 5c.
years,
lake last Saturday. Sebago lake usually
Thursday evening, April 16, 6 o’clock, at
cause of death was an an apoplectic shock.
Grand Army hall—Supper, 20 cents.
opens from ten days to two weeks before A devoted wife and mother
and a faithful
the ponds in this vicinity.
she
will
be
Wednesday, April 22, at 2 p. m., Han- ELLSWORTH
friend,
sincerely mourned. She
Chief Engineer J. A. Leonard of the Bar leaves a husband, two
FALLS,
daughters and a cock hall—Republican caucus.
Harbor & Union River Power Co. has just son. She was a sister of Mrs.
Mary Reid,
Monday, April 20, at Hancock hall—Enbeen elected a member of the American

Don’t Be*
Here’s the Best Maple Syrup

Uietmrn'i

esteem.

Columbus, is arranging for the entertainment of delegates to the State convention
of Knights of Columbus, which w ill be
held here Tuesday, May 12.
down till they lodged against the dam,
The dramatic club of the University of possibly a large part of them sinking
Maine will present “The Girl of Twenty there, feels relieved. In the high wind
Summers” at Hancock hall May 8. under Sunday the floating islands were driven
the auspices of the junior class of the Ells- down to the dam. aud lodged at the crest.
worth high school. A dance will follow. The water backed up behind the debris,
The Ellsworth high school lyceum has and with wind and water pressure behind
elected officers as follows: Harry Jordan, it, nearly the whole mass was finally
forced over the dam, and was swept down
president; Carrie Russell, first vice-presi
dent; Arthur Foster, second vice-presi- river. The power company is now cleardent; Nina Franklin, secretary; Julia ing the lake of debris that remains.
Mrs. Hugh Ross (born Sarah Glass),
Barron, treasurer.
Local fishermen are overhauling their formerly of Ellsworth, died at her home in
tackle and getting in readiness for the ice Hast Boston Sunday, April 5, aged sixtyMrB. Ross had been an into leave the ponds. The ice left Sebago five years.
valid for some
but the immediate

WHITING BROS

50c

year of her age. Funeral services were
held at the house Tuesday, Hev. 8. W.
Sutton officiating.
Next
at
2
Wednesday afternoon
o’clock the republicans of Ellsworth will
meet in caucus to nominate delegates to
the district convention to be
held at
Waterville April 20, and the State convention to be held at Portland
April 30.
Frank H., the five-months-old son of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Bche nag in ia,
formerly of Ellsworth, died at their home
in
Bosloh Saturday.
The body was
brought to Ellsworth Monday.
The
parents have the sympathy of friends here.
Charles H. May has resigned as superintendent at the Ellsworth hardwood factory to accept a position at Millinocket.
At the close of his work here, employees
of the factory presented him with a handsome meerschaum
pipe as a token of their

about
■juimhji.k

We

Main

Agency —Farms for sale.

Chapiu Bros—Potatoes, apples,

iPh

Society of Civil Engineers, of New York.
This in a distinguished honor, coveted by
civil engineers the country over.
Mary A., widow of William I. Wacomber,
died at her home on Fourth street
Sunday,
after a long illness, in the sixty-seventh

Army hall, and dancing
adjoining. Monaghan’s

I

Big Bottle, 75c.

I.

G

MOORE,
druqqist,

Cor.
The

I

opposite

Postotlice.

Rexall

Store.

m

Society

C. L. Morang’s Department Store,
Ellsworth, Maine.

WALL PAPER.
ALL MY NEW SPRING STOCK
NOW IN, AT ATTRACTIVE
PRICES. A FEW BARGAINS IN
YEAR’S
STOCK
LEFT.
LAST

hall

orchestra furnished music.
The alterations in the masonic rooms ifi
the Manning block are far enough advanced to sbowr what pleasant and convenient quarters the masonic bodies will
have. The w ork in the lodge room is about

completed. A handsome arched ceiling of
figured steel has been put on, while the
side walls, down to the wainscotting are
covered with linerusta walton.

FOR SALE AT

The color
•

J.
Main Street,

A.

THOMPSON,
Ellsworth.

ME.

Grayer Meeting Topic For the
Beginning April 19. 1908.

Week

EIHTSD BT

how to observe
Rev. i. 10.

it.—John

It a

This column is devoted to the Grange.
to the granges of Hancock county.
the
The e< lumn i* open to a’l grangers for
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meeting*. Make letter#
must
short and concise. All communication*
exbe signed, but names will not be printed
All comof the writer.

BADGfc”-

Motto:

“Helpful and Hopeful”

The purpose* cf this column are «uoc?nctl?
stated in the title and motto—ItIs for the mutual
benefit, and aiwa t»* be helpful and hopeful
Bet re f«*r the conrnon good. It i* f»r the com
mon ti*e—a public servant, a purvevor of Information and suesestlon. a medium for the In
terchang-e of Me**. In this capacity it solicit*

l£--3:

xx.

AUST

Wbeif Easter Sabbath <*oraes we «n*
always reminded that Christ arose
from the dead upon the Sabliatb. tint
throughout the rest of the year we fai

munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
good

reason.
__

communication*, and it**ucce**depend* largely
rememl*?r that every Saidmth is a
DATES*.
on the support given It in thi* re*peet. Commemorial of Christ s ivsurre- tiou. But munication* mu*t be signed, but the name of j
Wednesday, April 29-Meeting of Green
I
sev
the
Old
Testament
he
the
not
it is.
In
printed except by permission.
; writer will
Mountain Pomona with Cushman grange,
or
eatta day was the Sabbath day. bnt in j Communication* will be subject to approval
i^ouldsboro.
the editor of the column, bat none
by
rejection
the New Testament it was changed j
Saturday, May 16-Meeting of Hancock
will be rrjorted without good reason. Addre*"
from the seventh day to the first in all communication* to
Pomona grange with Outline grange.
THK AMERICA*.
honor of the fact that on that day our j
Ellsworth, Me.
State Master Stetson has issued a letter
Lord rose from the dead. The seventh
halls.
plac ing a I an on dancing in grange
day is no longer mentioned as the Sab
EASTER-TIDR.
bath day. The apostles met on the
HANCOCK POMONA.
What meaD* the Easter-tide?
Tliis woman says she was saved
first day of the week, and they speak
New hope and joy.
The programme for the meeting of Hanfrom an operation by Lydia E.
of the Sabbath as “the first day” and
love
is
wide,
New faith. God's
Casting grange
“the Lord's day.” John says. “1 was i:i
Pinkham’s Vegeta hie Compound. cock Pomona grange with
it hate'er annoy.
Tliere
May 16. includes the following:
the Spirit on the Lord's day.
New trust in things above.
Lena V. Henry, of Norristown, Ga.,
Address of Welcome.Mrs. Emma Bowden
is no question but what the ebauge
Beyond our ken.
writes to Mrs. Pinkkain:
was made and that today the first day
Response.Herbert Grindle. Brooksville
And fuller mete of love
j
untold
feI suffered
misery from
j guest.on: Do farmers send their boy* to
of the week is the Sabbath, so that
For fellow men.
male troubles. My doctor said an operaagricultural college a* generally as
—Lalia Mitchell.
every Sabbath day is Easter Sabbath
tion was the only chance I bad. and 1
tbev ought, and if uot, why? Leader,
Selected by Alexia
so
far as the com me in oration of
dreaded it almost as much as death.
John Dority
Christ's resurrection is concerned.
“One day I read how other women hecitation.Maud Bacon
Dear M. B. Frienda:
;
treroenthis
E.
Pink
ha
ms
remember
had
been
cured
well
to
is
It
by Lydia
; Address.8tat» speaker
I bad'a longer Easier poem laid by for
dous fact. It may help us to attach
Vegetable Compound, and I decided to ! Question: Are the present game laws of
this'number, which wasal so kindly sent—
try it. liefore I had taken the first
more importance to the Sabbath and j
Maine a benefit or an injury to the farmnot this year, but some years ago—by Albottle I was better, and now I am ener? William E. Wescott, Halcyon:
inspire us to honor it and keep it holy j exia. In
comand
the
above
that,
cured.
fact,
tirely
B. E. Y*rnum. Penobscot.
in a higher and truer sense than we
Every woman suffering with any
prehensive, eight-line stanza came toThis is “a consummation denow do.
trouble should take Lydia E.
female
one
over
two
After
this
reading
gether.
LAMOISK.
voutly to be wished.” There is a great or three
rink ham's Vegetable Compound.*’
times, I decided if we could
At the regular meeting March 31, the
increase in the desecration of the Sab
heed all its teachings it would be quite as FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN. sisters took the chairs and conferred the
bath day. The enemies of Christianity
much as we could accomplish in one
For thirty years Lydia E. Pink- \ tirst and second degrees. After degree
disregard it. denounce it and try in Easter-tide.
ham's Vegetable Compound, made work, the sisters served a clam stew for
Morebreak
it
down.
to
every way
from roots and herbs, has been the the brothers. The lecturer presented a
over. the professed followers of Christ
M. A. B. has taken a text from our colstandard remedy for female ills, then programme of songs, dialogues and
more disregarding the
are more and

j

j

lx*

Sabbath. This should
needs the Sabbath. For the l*est inter
est of body, mind end sool he needs
one day out of seven ‘‘to be in tinSpirit” and to rest from worldly cares
and recreations. The man who disre
gards the Sabbath is his own enemy,
shortening his life here and risking the
loss of his sonl in the life to come.
But how are we to observe the Sabbath? God has told us. (li We are to
rest
This resting is not loafing or
pleasure seeking or visiting. Body and
mind are to rest from usual cares that
attention may be paid to the soul. (2)
We are to honor the .Sabbath. The
man who truly honors it will find the
God
proper way to keep it holy.
through II is word and Spirit will reveal to him what to do and what not
to do.
“Remember the Sabbath day
end keep it holy.”
not

so.

Man

j Janet

given

would

us

a

nice sermonette.

as

and has positively cured thousands of ! recitations.
At the regular meeting April 7, the third
women who have been troubled with ;
displacements, inflammation, uleera-1 and fourth degrees were conferred. A
tion, fibroid tumors, irregularities, | feature of the literary programme was an
periodic pains, backache, that bear- cld-fashioned spelling match.

express it.

j

“Thank (rod every morning that you have
something to do that day which must be done,
like it or not. Being forced to
i whether you
work and to do your best will breed you a
hundred virtues which the idle will never
know." —From M. B. column. More » ifd. J90S.
Bless your dear heart. Aunt Madge; I must
have hundreds upon hundreds of virtues, for
1 rise morning after morning, week after
week, yes, year after year, with duties before
roe which I feel compelled to perform, and I

j

R AIX

!

ing-down feeling, flatulency, indiges
t ion, dizziness or nervous prostration.
Why don’t you try it ?

Mrs. Pinklinm invites all sick
j women to write her for advice.
She has guided thousands to
] health. Address, Lynn, Moss.

was

carried out in

‘•poverty”

j

j

played. After recess a ,inP
was rendered.
The dehs,o.
that an old maid is of m-re
an old bach,
caused much

_

_

|
|

BROORLIX.
held ,t» regular
,ngSaturday evening, with a,nail
ance.
After hnsinee,. a short
prog
Brook I in grange

was

PAST

toley

,21

KultoaCt ant

BAR HARBOR TO

WaukeagS Py..

Hancock
Franklin Road.
Wiah'A'B Jnnc.
KLUSWORTH
KLswt.rth Kali*.
N icolift.
Green Lake.
Phillip* Lake.
Holden
Brewer June.
BANGOR, MC.
..

Boston.

The kidneys

«.

always

Next

letter from Mol, with
many heiplul hints in different lines. On
some
of
them I said, “we are never
reading
comes

a

Busy Men and Christian Endeavor.
too old to learn.”
The other night when the rain was
Dear Sintra of the Jkf. B. C.:
pouring torrents an editor met PresiI thought I would come some time ago with
dent Copeland of the Massachusetts some
cold-weather hints, but as it is late for
union on a train. He had been speakthem, am going to begin on
house-cleaning,
ing for a local union. *\Vben will you hoping you won't all be through before this
reach home?” he wrs ashed. "About 1 reaches Aunt Madge or the M. B. C.
If you are to paint floors, heat
o'clock in the morning.’* was the anyour paint
swer. "How often do you make such quite hot before it is put on. and it will dry
faster and make a hard smooth finish. Does
trips?” "About once a week.” That is not that
sound reasonable?
a sample of the splendid consecration
My next thought is for that dear little baby,
that busy men are making for Chris- though I
may not be able to say anything to
tian Endeavor.
help. Ifknow a minister who thinks his
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CASTER*

Steamship Company,!
Moaat Desert

an«l

ttluehlll DMs*o*

HON. WILLIAM T. COBB and

CALVIN

AUSTIN, Receiver*.

in

damp

or

these attacks

some

Doan's Kidney
give them a trial.

THRKK-TKIP HER' ICE.

four years ago 1 read
Pills and decided to

Commencing Monday. Aprils *:e\werie*«
Bur Harbor at 11 a in Monday*. " Hnwdg
tort Saturdays for Seal Haroor. 'onm'i

They proved to be
suited to my case, for the soreness and
pains in my back, and all other symptoms
kidney distress, passed

there

s., nrptoms of a
and 1 again used

were

trouble,

Pills, receiving

the

same

first.

of

no

I

know

Doan’s Kidney Pills
I

give

them

oor, Muiliw^t Harbor. Norib
ton and Rockland, connect!' + *hd rieam«f*n

Bo-don.
Steamer leaf©* BloehUl

away. Later
return of the

Wednesday* and Saturday*
Br..«Utn. St-daraicfc. IWr

Doan's Kidney
good results as at

by

Mow

a
*“

'u,h

u

ton.

heartiest endorse-

ment.’’
For sale

Q

!»•*.
-rk 1,11
bontn Brookavllle and leljaboro
for Rockland, conn* ctiojr <nitb ateamer. r

remedy equal to j
for kidney complaint, j

my

at
i<

!

BITUH>IS«
Steamer leaver

Ro*ton

a:

ru,

Tuesday®, Thursday*ard Friday*
Leave Rockland at f-30 a m. or
from Boston, Tut-**!'.'*-

•teamer

Modi
orr'.rtil

^
rr;d*r»m

Price 50 cents. bui'uaya, via Intermediate l»« :,
e W1‘ *'
Fare Bar Harbor to BobIob. t*
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y sole round
trip.
agents for the United States.
All freight, except live atock, via -Jcamcr*
,E
Remember the name-Doan $—and take tblacompany, la Insured
| rtne rtak.
no

all dealers.

other.
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U
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A«*»’

no more

Good BreadThe Secret's Out

grief.

cherish blisses small.
Orateful for least delight
That to vour lot doth fall,
However slight.
Bat

But\bur Grocer
has more-

And lo!

All hearts will bring
Love, to make glad vour days;
Blessings untold will bring
About your ways.

■—Celia Thixter.
If you haven't the time

to

exercise

Washburn-Crosbys

regu-

larly. Doan's fiegulets will prevent constipation. They inducee a mild, easy, healthful
action of the bowels without griping. Ask
your druggist ft* them. 25c.—Adrt.

Death Was On His Heels.
Jesse P. Morris, of Skippers, V»., had a
close
call
in the spring of 1906. He says:
He Got What He Needed.
“An attack of pneumonia left me so weak
j
“Nine years ago it looked as if
Strive, endeavor—it profits more
my time and with such a fearful cough that my
To fight and fall than on time s dull i bad come,” says Mr. C. Farthing, of Mill friends declared
consumption bad me, and
Creek, Ind. Ter. “I was so run dow n that death was on
my heels. Then 1 was perlife bung on a very slender thread. It wa«
To sit and idle ever.
soaded to try Dr. King's New Discovery, i
For to him who bares his arm to the then my druggist recommended Electric It
me immediately, and after tak- !
helped
Bitters.
I
strife.
bought a bottle and I got what ing two and a half bottles I was a well I
1 needed-strength. I had one
Firm at his post in the battle of life.
foot in the man again. I found out that New Dis- j
The victory failetb never.
grave, but Electric Bitters put it back on
is the best remedy for coughs and j
the turf again, and I’ve been well ever covery
Therefore in faith abide.
; lung disease in all the world.” Sold
since.” Sold under guarantee at E. G.
Abide thou and endeavor.
under guarantee at E. C*. Moore's drug
Moose s drug store. 50c.
—Irish Endeavorer.
store. 50c. and fl. Trial bottle free
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weather?

your kidneys?

worse

I
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great effort that I could get about.
were

|
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are

of

and
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*6 31

|

Dur-

changeable weather, and if I caught cold
it settled in my kidneys and made life
miserable. While suffering from one of

of

*«

1

Bring

been one of Ohio’s u:«»st active aud
interested vice presidents.

..

from backache off and on for a number of
years, and while I Mat* never entirely laid
up, on more than one occasion it was only

pains

I
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urine?

_

Gray,

spruce

calling for help.
Kidney Fills,
Recommended by Ellswurth testimony. I
Capt. A. W. Hutchings, living on Water
St., Ellsworth, Me., says: “I suffered

The

I

«»
So u

BANGOR.
36
Brewer Jane.
1 41
Holden.
M M
Phillip* Lake.
Green Lake.
4 S3
Nicoiln.
M 21
Ellawnrth Fall*...
4 ?4
ELLSWORTH
« Aw
Wash
Jnnc
4 45 *t H
Franklin Road«a
Hancock.
t*
Waufceag, 8 Fy...
(3
Mt 7>e*ert Ferry...
««
Sullivan
*
Sorrento.
* 55
BAR HARBOR
9 30
».
78 I
Trains leaving HH*worth 7.11 a m and 4M? I
re. and arriving Ellsworth 11 .or a in. 10.51 pa, I
connect with Washington Co. By.
t Stop on signal to conductor,
g Stop* only to leave passer.*cf« from poiKJ
east of Washington Junction
These train* connect at Bangor v> ;th throngs I
trains on Main Line. to and from Pcrtiui.
Boston and St John.
Passenger* are earnestlr rcqoestly to prs* I
care ticket* before entering ibt trains, sad
especially Ellsworth to Fail* and Fall* tn|
Ellsworth.
F. E. BOOTH BY. G P AT. A
MORRIS M*DONALD.
Vice-Pre*. and Genl Manager.
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Bring aching, throbbing pains?
Does it disorder the
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Weather.
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BAR HARBOR.
Sorrento.
>ulltvan.
Mt DesertFerry.

Feci Every Change
Of The Weather.

Does every cold settle

xuamtio.

Commencing Nov

jrt'n

Is your back like a barometer?
Does it foretell every change of

K.„?SI
Ren”
■

ffirtam.

Wet

i0

Receives Congratulations
You will soon receive tie
coi,gr.,tul„|0„
of your fnends upon v. ur
.proved
snee if you will take
a Mdoev
a. it tone, up the system sod
imp,
life and vigor. Poley's Kidnev
y .,,** i
backache, nervous cibucstiou aud
I
of kidney snd bladder trouble.
Cm
"* 1
it
(1.
A.
taking
to-day.
P.rr.ra.

OKLAXD.

Always Worse
or Changeable

*;■!'*

were

“We min life as we use what
lit.,,
we
pun it as we ire ,n nvmuuthV
or accord with thcwe iX

M A.*®XPAQl'A. SOUTH BLUF.HILL.
At the regular meeting of Massapaqun
grang the ladies occupied the chairs and
conducted the business in an able manner.
Ice-cream and rake were served. The

ing

Refreshment,

camtianmnahip
truly live."

Alamoosook grange held its regular
The first and second
meeting April 11.

prettily decorated with

enjoyed.

have, and

Eesob erf. That his early and continued devotion to all grauge interests, and particularly his strong advocacy and support of our
own grange in its early days, not only as one
of the pomoter*. but whenever he could render aid. and later his efficient service for it as
hia name, and
master, reflect honor upon
entitle him to the lasting and gratefnl remembrance of all present and future members.
Re$
ed. That his kindly disposition, hi*
hospitality, and especially hia patience in
suffering are worthy of emulation.
J?rsofr*d. That our sympathies are hereby
tendered to his widow who was so faithful in
her ministrations during his illness, and to
the other members cf his family.
R soirfd. Thai a copy of these resolutions
be entered on the records of this grange:
that odo be sent to Sister Saunders, snd tbst
copies be furnished to the papers for publication; also that, ms evidence of our respect,
our charter be draped in mourning emblems
for thirty days.
N*scr A. Yorso,
Aun O. Lews.
Liraik F. 1'kastkf.e.
Committee.

j

“

laughter.

VKVORIAt RESOLUTIONS.

A Bad Back is

-«£?»
her.fl,

HANCOCK.

In making record of our sense of the loss
which we sustain in the death of Bro. Daniel
H. Sunders, we desire to make record also of
our appreciation of his constant and abiding
Interest in the welfare of this order: there-

was

*'

MARIATIU.B.
MsrisviUe grange held it, rccui,
with • good attendance
[,c
cess ps'nes. which
everyone enjoyed 2

young members do more work in the
grange than the older?” Opened by Sister
Beulah Allen,
ice-cream and cake were
served.

stage

Cousin,.r,t*
were

sion

are

|

decid"dJ^«
,ur„~M»

including

grange.

Jad^c

chorus; prophecy of Sedgwick grange.
Esther M. Allen; instrumental music.
Hazel friend; round song, girls; recitation, Austin Stsples; question. “Do the

a

careless ard leave the work wnich is or it might have been put in milk, as the oatj
theirs to do. could realize that by so doing j meal or barley water is. A sister read Belle s j
BAYSIDE, ELLSWORTH.
they are heaping care and pain upon some letter, and *ays that it may be better to feed
Bayside grange* held its regular meeting
poor souls already weighed down till it needs ! cold milk, as it agrees with some babies betTiinrsday evening, April 9, with an atbat a feather or two more to cause them to I
How mary of the sisters hare hens setting’ i tendance of forty-two. including visitors
sink under it. would they do better? I hardly
think they would, even if they could know We are looking for chickens on April 1. Do you from
Pamola, Lamoine and Arbutus
1II-E READINGS.
that the b>dy so full of pain, the feet and 1 suppose the day will affect their intelligence? granges. After a short business session,
Gen. ii. 1; Ex. xx. S-ll: xxiii. 12:
a
hen was a "fool" the lecturer
hands so weary that they can hardly bear ; I have heard it said that
presented a programme of
Deut v, 12-14; Lev. xxv. 1-7; Nam. xv, their
burdecs.are loaded still heavier by their anyway. We are hoping for some roasters music,
reading, stories and a question.
82-3C: Neh. x, 31; Jer. xvii. 21-27; Mark careless
for
summer
This
is
not
a
healtheating.
very
and,
shall
I
neglect
say it-laziness.
At the next regular meeting, April 16,
It 23-2S. Luke iv. 35.
If each would
do bis part, how much ful place for roasters after they get of any
there will be work in the first and second
p.ain and suffering would be spared. Thank size. We like the young ones fried. Cut them
God there is another class who strive to op and pot in spider, boil in a little water degrees.
Ohio'* New President.
!
Rev. TV. S. Harpstei, the new presi- lighten the duties of their overloaded sisters for an hour, then remove cover and allow the
CMfTIXE.
dent of the Ohio Christian Endeavor or brothers. Many times 1 meet such helpers, wate-to cook down; brown in butter. After
Car tine grange on Saturday evening,
the pieces, pour some cream into
and my heart is lightened, oh, so much,
removing
by
union, is a Buckeye by birth and with
: April 11, will confer the third and fourth
their kindness.
spider and thicken a little with flour.
the exception of a brief stay m St.
In mak.ng thickening for gravies, and degrees on two members. The ladies' deTo-dcy I was struggling with a task which
1!
Louis has always resided in Ohio. For ! ebould have
been.done weeks ago by someone such like, mix the flour and water with a fork gree team will confers the third degree.
many years- he has been an active En- *»*«» when along came one of the “lifters*' and and it won't lump as much as if a.spoon is Last Saturday evening the sisters pre>
deaveror and has always been in full sent g.a4nes* to my heart by taking the task used.
4f
{ pared a treat of ice-cream, cake and cofIf any of the sisters are making a new
sympathy with the movement. lie his off my hands and performing it himself. It
The
fee as a surprise to the brothers.
skirt,
would
if
save
time
was
to
him.
spring
perhaps
you
but
he liked to help
served successful pastorates nt Lnn
nothing
grange has decided to build twelve feet on
you put the braid on as 1 do. Turn the skirt up !| the eud of the hall next summer or tall
1
Maybe seme one will say, “I guess she at the right length and baste only at the very They will also make further improvements
j>reacbts more than she practices,- for I have bottom. Baste the braid to the skirt over the and repairs.
Now you can ba^ the upper
not done my duty to Aunt
Madge, perhaps; other bastings.
HARBORS1DE, SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.
but I have been very, very much at work. A part of the braid to the loose part of th« hem >
Harborside grange
met
Wednesday.
part of the time I have been quite ill, and and stitch with a long and rather loose mt- ;
Owing to the bad weather and the large
really ought to have been in bed; even now I chine stitch and when the hem is stitched, amount
of illneas, there was a small atbraid
is
on.
am using time which should be
your
spent in
tendance. Two candidates were elected,
For a change from plain cake, add spice and
sleep, for it is past 11 p. m. I am writing with
and will be instructed in the first and
pencil, too. for I upset my ink on the carpet— a large cupful of dates cut in pieces with a second degrees next Wednesday.
knife or scissors.
a thing I never did before in
my life-one day
Wonder if there has ever been a recipe for j
when I was over-worked, nervous and
EAST BLUEHILL.
nearly
ill. and company was coming.
Quaker bread in the column? If not. Aunt !
East Bluehill grange held its regulsr
j
One reason is that I have not seemed to Madge may put it in.
meeting Saturday evening. Owing to bad
1
think of anything which would be of
Quaker Bread—One cup of rolled oats, travelling, the attendance was small, there
any use
size of egg. two cups boiling 1
to tell the column.
Maybe this is worse than shortening
being only thirty-one members present.
water.
Let stand till partly cold, then add J The
lecturer presented a programme of
1
nothing, but Aunt Madge will be judge. I one-half
cup yeast or haif’vea.-t cake, onehave been to the flower display at Horticul- half cup molasses, little salt and one-fourth readings and music.
{
soda. Stir in flour till stiff. Let
tural hall. Boston, and that is worth
teaspoon
telling of, rise as other bread in a warm
place. This
BAY VIEW, SALISBURY COVE.
only it is impossible to do it justice. Were makes one large loaf.
any of you there? I wore my badge and did
Although Wednesday evening was
some one will tell us something of
Hope
hope to find a Mutual. I was there Sunday*
stormy, about fifty patrons gathered, and
Celia Thaxter. for I want to know.
I once ; a pleasant evening was spent. The first
March 22. I know that some of our column
have been to previous Horticultural show s in beard an address in which her island home degree w as worked, and many communications were read by the worthy lecturer,
was described. 1 tried to find out something
j Boston, if not this year. The music, by an about her without
The first degree will be
showing my ignorance, but Julien Emery.
orchestra of eight ladies, was very enjoyable
conferred April 15.
no one seemed to enlighten me much.
Such tables full of plants, of all
spring
Hope all the sisters will get comfortably
varieties. I never saw.
One very rare speciMOUNTAIN VIEW, WEST EDEN.
tnrvugh the house-cleaning season.
Mol.
men I will mention was an African
daisy;
Mountain View grange held its regular
another was the KilJamtv roses, as
large a
meeting Friday evening with forty memIn a personal letter from
big saucers; but the beautiful shrubs full of
Peggy she bers and twelve visitors present. The first
blossoms of several kinds were beyond com- writes:
and second degrees were conferred on
There will be work in
parison. I wish I could go again, but it is
“I was much interested in the description eight candidates.
the third and fourth degrees at the next
! over. Soon there will be flowers in the
public S. J. Y. gave of Celia Thaxter. who was born
meeting.
gardens.
in Portsmouth. N. H., in 1*85. I admire her
BET. W. S. HARPSTBR.
j
Spring is here, for I saw a little, bare-headed poems, they are so inspiring and helpful; j
NEW CENTURY, DEDHAM.
easier, canton, Aaron, Cleveland cal
girl on a bicycle to-day. I am in Maiden, right in line with the M. B. C. I was
At New Century grange, April 11, readglad to
Carey. lie has been eminently suc- dear Aunt Madge, and there are heaps of know that S. J. Y. had seen a picture of her ings were given by Ella Burrill, G. A.
E. W. Burrill and short comic secessful in revival work, and his serv- Maine people here, but I don't see many of and her home, and told ns. who had not had
ices have been in demand in many I them. Those I do see are hopeful and help- that pleasure, i have another short poem of lections by each member, followed by disful. (rood-night. Love to all.
M. A. B.
hers which 1 will enclose.''
fields as an evangelist He is president
97 Dexter St., Malden, Mass.
and that poem shall be the conclusion of
of his conference onion of Christian
How true your thoughts on work are, our column this
week.
Endeavor in the United Evangelical
M. A. B.
If-the world s work w as evenly
church and is secretary of the mission
Stand in the sunshine sweet
divided
every where-well, we can not
board of his conference.
And treasure every ray.
w hat the state of
Nor seek with stubborn feet
things would
President ilarpster is the busy and imagine
be. I caught a glimpse in some book or
The darksome way.
successful pastor of the United Evanpaper, perhaps some clipping sent for the
gelical church at Carey. He is one of column of a title like this: “Do the work
Have courage! Keep good cheer!
the leaders in his conference and dc hrst which must be done.” That was
Our longest time is brief.
To those who hold you dear
nomination.
For many years be has w ritten to busy housewives.

BUOOltSVJLLr

the next meeting. Ira
On? snd Vinton Gray

degrees were conferred. The grang** will
pleas- celebrate its fifth anniversary Saturday
1
iug manner:
Heading. Katie Stanley; evening, April 18. Harvest Home grange
am alwayft forced to work with the additional
: conundrums, Melvin Pert; reading. An- is invited to meet with os. The question,
feeling also that 1 must do my best.
“Resolved, That the mind gains more
I have wondered many times if. had I only ; child's life was spared by feeding a gruel , thony Bye; reading. Ida Pert; conun- from books than from observation," was
made a practice of shirking, as some do. I ! made of entire wheat. Don’t know just how drums, Anthony Bye.
May 2 will be ob- ably discussed by Sisters Bertha Dorr.
should not have gone through the world much i it was made, but think it was a thin gruel served as children’s night. Cake and cof- Alice Gibbs, and Bros. John Farnham, J.
E. Gross.
The question was decided in
easier. But I won't shirk. If only those who cooked several hours and used without milk, f.-e were served at recess.
the affirmative.
gramme, which

*u

k

p^"

•EDOWICK.

A1-AM00900K,

_

,E?-

gr,ng" met in revoltApr,I ». nub thirty member,
After basinet, there were solo, h,V7*.ntGrindle end Winter Bowden
snd
^
by VesU Hewes. I, »„

SEAGIRT, SOUTH DFER ISLE.

Seagirt grange held its regular meeting
Saturday evening, April 4. After business
the lecturer presented the following pro-

ROW. SOUTH

Rainbow

Sedgwick grange held its regular session
Friday e ening. with a good attendance.
The following programme was rendered
Singing,
by the younger members:

PAMOLA.

tlL

p^Lm

LAKE VIEW, HAPPYTOWN.
Lake View grange held its regular meeting April 11. with twenty-sis present.
The third and fourth degrees were conThe lecturer
ferred on two candidates.
gsve a short, but interesting prorramme.
The next regular meeting will be Aptil 26.

|

and

tin introduced u ■ aurpri,- to
er».
Sine Ti.iton were

cept by permission

to

umn

tree, and Jmhk tauten,,.
The
gramma coaeieted of a dial™™.
Relic of Blaclcvllta,” «Ub

es-

pecially

By REV. S. H. DOVI.E
our weekly Easter, and

Topic.—Sunday,

**

cussion of grange topics. Gentlemen will
fill all officers April », snd furnish entertainment.

among tl)t ©rangers.

atnuruacmnnk.

liluJnai benefit ioimnn.

CHRISTIAN KSDKAVOR.

GoldMedal
Flour
raEVfflTnnGms^uAUT^i

|

TO BOOM SORRENTO

ONLY NECESSARY TO TREAT

FROM WASHINGTON.
Senator

K1TTERY TO CARIBOU.
A Happy Solution.
There had been a long-standing differ*
The schooner H. E. Thompson, bound
once of opinion in the Plunkett family
from Baltimore for Port Royal, Jamaica, j
the dining-table. Mra. Planwrecked in the British West Indies, was concerning
ket maintained that its legs were to short*
built in Machias in 1889, and her home
and ought to be lengthened at least halt
port is Boston. She had a gross tonnage an
inch.
of 683 and a net tonnage of 609.
“It dosen’t fit our chairs, Jared, and you
The veneer plant at Greenville, the prop- know it,” she contended. “When we ait
erty of the company which has been down to this table we’re too high above it.
known as the Veneer Box & Panel Co., Yon could have pieces of wood glued on
has been sold to Charles Taylor Hall, of the ends of the legs. That would he easier
than to saw off the ends of all the chairMontgomery Center, Vi., for 925,000. The legs.”
“I don’t agree to your proposition at all.
plant has been idle for some time, but will
be operated by Mr. Hall.
Cordelia,” said Mr. Plunkett. “I think
the table is just right. But I’m willing to
There was filed Friday a voluntary compromise the matter. You have been
petition in bankruptcy by 8. A. Nye, the wanting a hardwood floor in this diningFairfield lumberman, as an individual and room for a long time, haven’t you ?”
“Yes.”
as a member of three partnerships.
The
“Well, we can have that new kind of
schedules show liabilities of nearly a mil- hardwood flooring that is laid on top of
lion dollars, but these liabilities are the old floor. That will raise the entire

Hale

Cautions CongressMeet Roll-Call.
Wabhinoton, D. C.f Apnl 13 (special)ERTY THERE.
The Maine folks around Washington and
LAST OF THE J0NE8 INTERESTS BOUGHT many others here have been delighted recently to see Senator Hale “give it to ’em”
—IMPROVEMENTS CONTEMPLATED
a little in the Senate.
He is one of the
—HOTEL
ACCOMODATIONS.
• gnawing pain in the
pit of my stomach*
leaders now engaged iu the unwelcome
a sort of doll painthat I could not
quite
task of convincing Congress and the counThe most important transaction in sumunderstand. Then there was a dull headtry that there are breakers ahead, and that
mer resort property in Maine in recent
ache, and my mind seemed to be wanderthe government has not
money enough to
I could not eat, and years, involving property to the value of a
ing continually.
keep on living at the pace it has been
been
of
a
has
million
just
dollars,
what little solid food I did eat I could not quarter
transfer going.
The
retain on my stomach. I tried every rem- concluded at Sorrento.
Everybody else, except the very wealthy,
means much for Sorrento, as it removes a
edy I could think of, and also tried out a
has had to curtail
expenses, live more
number of patent medicines, but without handicap under which the town has long
been laboring, and.places the property in moderately and keep within the income.
any apparent result. It was through one
The government has been doing
nothing
of my friends that I heard of Cooper’s hands of paities to whose interest it will of the kind.
So many people have been
be to develop it as a summer resort. The
preparation, and I immediately decided to
in the habit of reaching into the
treasury
location of Sorrento, its beautiful scenery
try some of it. It is two weeks since I
for large sums every year that they cannot
surface three-eighths of an inch or more,
and cliinato, and improvements already
in the cases where the petitioner is
took my first dose of it, and 1 feel like a
and that will raise the table, of course,
it into their heads that that sort of chiefly
(
made there, justly entitle it to a leading get
a signer of
notes for which just so much. How will that do ?”
new woman.
The headache seems to have j
partnership
cannot be kept up without bankthing
the coast resorts of Maine,
This seemed to be a fair proposition, and
others are also liable.
disappeared, and the pain in my stomach '• place among
rupting the government, or rather of forcwithout a moment’s hesitation, Mrs. Plun1 and there is no reason why she should not
Senator Hale has introduced a bill de- kett accepted it as a
along with it. The medicine is worth its
ing the treasury department to sell bonds
satisfactory comsoon rival her big sister across the bay.
weight in gold, and I want to thank Mr.
signed to terminate conflicts between promise.— Youth's Companion.
to keep money enough in the till to
pay
The Frank Jones estate has sold to
he
has
done
for
for
what
me.”
Maine
and
New
Brunswick
Cooper
lumbermen,
expenses.
Mr. Edwin F. Morse, of 20 Oakley street, I George H. Grant, of Ellsworth, all its
There never was a winter when Con- whose difficulties recently have been the
We can offer up much in the large, but
of
a
number
Dorchester, a suburb of Boston, says: ; holdings at Sorrento, which includes five gressmen were
of
diplomatic ex- to make sacrifices in little things is what
surging forward with so subject
we
are seldom equal to.—Goethe.
“For three years I had not a well day. hundred acres of land and five large pot- many
The
bill
is
to repeal the law
schemes, all calling for money, some changes.
My stomach was in frightful shape; the i tages. The millionaire brewer expended of them calling for millions. And few which permits the free importation of
mere thought of food would nauseate me, ! f&'jO.OOO in the development of this prop2Umrrtt8ontnt&.
people have been putting pencil to paper logs and lumber owned and cut by Ameriand I really had a horror of anything to erty. Since his death, the property has to
figure how the continued falling off of cans in New Brunswick. The lumbermen
been
tied
of
the
settlement
of
the
two
up
during
countries
cause
me
exhave
in
eat. All solid food would
engaged
j
receipts was going to affect the governfierce battles on the St. John river, and
trerne indigestion, bloating and gas on large estate. Mr. Grant has sold a quar- ment’s
paying power.
ter
interest
Bosto
Mrs.
II.
N.
of
the
situation
has
become
so
Slater,
serious that
And so Senator Hale in the .Senate has
my stomach, and nothing tasted right.
and
may be
Some time ago I got some of this Cooper’s ton, a wealthy Bar Harbor cottager.
been crying “halt, halt,” and the Con- the Maine senators and Sec. Root have
in
blood
the
One
of
the
most
a
deal
of
keeping
attention to working
by
important changes gressmen have begun to take notice. At given great
medicines, about which there is so much
out a programme to end the trouble. They
stomach
the
talk. I actually feel as well and strong as which will be made at once, in time for j first they were inclined to
well,
condition,
that
the
say
the coming season, will be to convert two
a
boy ever since the first bottle. Every
j senator was “scolding”, but he has been concluded that the only w/iy was to withthe liver active and the bowels
of
the
and
large
draw
cottages—“Kockend”
j
the privilege of free transportation
sign of stomach trouble has disappeared,
1 putting the case up so there can be no
the timely use of
from foreign territory of American owned
Lookout,” into a hotel. Together they doubt, and as he continued to be
and I have a hearty appetite and eat three
virtually
will
have
about
rooms.
lumber.
forty
the acting chairman of
square meals; everything seems to taste
appropriations, j
One of the new features will be the dinthere is no one who can speak with more
good. Any one who knows what chronic
j Mr. Flatt Dweller—The difference beindigestion is can appreciate what this ing-room opening on to a large, roomy authority on the subject than he. The tween a cow and a milkman is
that a cow
means to me.
I consider this the most re- piazza, with plate glass windows, which I other day Mr. Hale went after the war
milk. Chalker (the milkman)
markable medicine I have ever heard of.” will afford a charming view of French- | department like a thousand of brick for gives pure
j —There’s another difference; the cow
We sell
Mr.
medicines, man’s bay and the mountains. It is in- j planning to reorganize and enlarge the j doesn’t
Cooper’s
give credit.
Ml Eiwtii. to ben* ItoalSb
all he claims, ! tended to serve dinner parties, afternoon army, at the time when internal
and find them to be
improve- 1
teas, etc. The latter may be served on the ments of
—G. A. Parcher.
had
to
be
held up for
importance
lawns under the magnificent shade trees
want of funds.
which cover the grounds. The house and
NATIVE OF KLLS WORTH.
grounds will be lighted by electricity.
Tha Mr.ine members of the House, like
Just a short distance from this hotel is a all of their
Recent Death of Donald R. Lord, at
colleagues, have been very
fine, secluded cove, with excellent beach busy the last week
answering roll-calls.
Seattle, Wash.
for bathing. Visitors' to Sorrento never
Since the democratic hlbuster came on,
Donald R. Lord, a native of Ellsworth, tire of the surroundings. There are
there has been no telling what hour of the
and brother of the late Capt. James Lord, beautiful drives and walks in
every direc- day the House would have to
vote, or how
died at Seattle, Wash., March 19, aged
tion, and the scenery surpasses that of late into the night it
you keep a bottle
might sit. Most of
A
Seattle
says
seventy-nine years.
paper
Bar Harbor, affording a broader view of the
of Johnson's Anodyne
Maine men have offices in the new
of him:
Liniment
handy you
bay, sea and mountains.
building one block south of the capitol,
That’s what
needn’t suffer.
The death of Donald R. Lord removes a pioKeep
Particular attention will be paid to and
need when you get a
occasionally they .have had to “streak
the bandage well satuyou
neer in the salmon-canning industry of the
automobile tourists, and Sorrento will be- it” to
get into the House n time. Reprecut, a burn or a scald. You
rated with the liniment and
Pacific coast, the constructor of more can- come the
headquarters for Bar Harbor sentatives Allen and Burleigh are somecan’t wait—you must have relief
your wound will soon be
neries than any other one man.
at once.
cottagers who wish to enjoy motoring, but what unfortunate in that
healed.
beMr. Lord had suffered long from a cmcer.
particular
are restricted from doing so at Bar Harbor.
cause
their
names
About ten days ago he underwent an operabegin with letters from
A short sail across the bay, and their
the front part of the alphabet.
tion. from which he failed to recover.
Old-timers remember Mr. Lord as the man automobiles are at hand for a spin through
The other day Gov. Burleigh had gone
who designed for John Devlin, at Astoria, the the most delightful scenery of Maine. A over to his
office, which, being on the
first cannery built on the Columbia river. large garage will be built at Sorrento.
south side of the office building, is quite
That was in the '50s.
Sorrento is the same distance from Ellsblocks
two
distant from the hall of the
Born in Ellsworth, Me., October 19, 1828, he
worth as Bar Harbor, and all autos des- House-two
is a sure help in time of trouble. If you have a sprain or strain, a
long blocks that one is quite
came to Puget Sound in 18*4, landing at Port
tined for Bar Harbor have to pass through five minutes in
wrenched knee or ankle, a lame back, sore muscles, lumbago, sciatica,
walking. Bfclls ring in
Gamble, where he was employed as a millso the distance would be the
Ellsworth,
stiff joints, muscular rheumatism, or any other at he or pain, Jotuifion*s
every one of the offices for roll-call. Gov.
wright. In the same year, at Port Gamble,
same and the roads equally as good.
The
Liniment will rid you of it. Try it. Get a bottle and keep
Anodyne
he married Sarah A. Rose, who died two years
Burleigh had no more than settled down
it within reach. You’re sure to need it.
ferry will take the tourists to Bar Harbor. to his afternoon mail, when the call
The valuation and taxes at Sorrento are sounded. He
Following his construction of the Devlin
Guaranteed under Food and Drugs Act, June 50,1936. Serial number 513
thought he would wait till
cannery at Astoria. Mr. Lord designed a reasonable. There are good stores, mark- the second call, as the list of names of
Sold everywhere for 25 end SO cento e bottle
number of others on the Columbia, in the in- ets, postoffice, telegraph and telephone
members are read out twice to afford all
In later years he stations, schoolhouse, livery stable, golf
fancy of the industry.
I. 8. JOHNSON A CO., Boston, Mass.
every possible opportunity of voting.
erected other canneries, including one on the links and tennis courts. There is a
pic- Finally as he started up the
long corridor
Fraser, which he operated himself: one on
church and rectory and a beautituresque
toward the capitol, the bells rang for the
Rivers Inlet, two at Blaine and two on the
ful public library, both built by summer
second call and Burleigh is only a short
Bkeena.
His most notable achievment in
is
visitors.
There
a club known as Hollycannery building, however, was the construcway down.
wood
Inn
visitmaintained
club,
by{the
in
the
famous
1899.
of
Paciflc-Araerican—
tion,
The
started
a

IMPORTANT TRANSFER OF PROP-

Sprinting

to

THE STOMACH, SAYS COOPER.
advanced by L,. T.
The new theory
to the human stomach has
Cooper relative
such widespread attention that

attracted
thc public

in

cities visited by the young

joined by many physicians
discussion of his beliefs and medi-

been
,n»n has
in

a

"m-.

health is
Cooper says that human
almost entirely upon the stomcan be conlie says that no disease
b
first alleviating all stomquered without
He further says that most
ach disorders.
women of this generation are
men and
to degenerate stomachB.
half sick, owing
his New DlsAnd lastly, ho claims that
will rejuvenate the hurovory medicine

dependent

man

stomach

in 90

days.

from one city
Coll|,er has been traveling
in each what he
conducting
another,
to
of education. For the
pall, A campaign
he baa met the public in the
past year
the country, and his suclarger cities of
Thousands of
cess has been phenomenal.
his headquarters
'loople have flocked to
sale of his
wherever he has gone, and the
of
medicine has been beyond anything
witnessed.
the kind ever before
the moat interesting feature of

Possibly

has atman
the attention this young
tracted is what bis army of followers,
to his beliefs
whom lie has converted
on the
through his medicines, have to say
The following statements are
subject.
residents of Chica(rom two well known
and the enio and Boston, respectively,
characteristic of
is
thusiasm of these

Cooper s admirers generally.
Mrs. H. B. Mack, of 3301 Bute street,
“I have been suffering for
Chicago, says:
of stomach
12 rears from a combination
had
troubles, catarrh and constipation. I

cor NT Y NfclWb.
'ton If

1.1

r..

CVniMv
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EAST BLUEHILL.
Mrs. a. A. Long is ill.
11. H. Long wst in HockUndon business
isst »eek.

Orrin Earles has gone to Rumford

Falls

to work.

Mr-. H. F. Strout.
SpringBeld, Mass.,
is visiting ber parents, W. M. W.rdwell
and wife.
Benjamin Curtis, of Wellesley Hills,
Ma*> who owns a summer cottage near
here, presented the Willing Workers with
for tbeir
fine lot of late magazines
a
librarv, and has promised to send them
are
very grateregularly. The members
ol

ful.

April

K.

13.
__

WEHT GOULDS BOKO.
Mrs. J. B. Wood, who has been ill, is improving.
Arlie Palmer’s Specialty Co. was in town
Friday, Saturday and Monday.
Mis* Olive A. Cushman, who has spent
the winter with friends here and in Steuben, has returned to Bar Harbor.
The usual baked bean supper will be
The proheld in Merritt’s hall April 18.
ceeds are to be used to nniah the interior
of the village libary.

April

*“**

13.

Not Miraculous After All.
To the uneducated and ignorant many of
the common phenomena of nature seem
supernatural, and even to those not withbut lacking in special
out education,
knowledge of natural history, many
things seem difficult to explain.
For many years there was a great deal of
wonder and speculation over the perch,
cray-fish and bream which were found in
the newly cut-dams near the Marguarie

in New South Wales. These dams
during the dry season, yet in
many cases the water had hardly settled
after the rain had filled the dam before
river
were

cut

Imy fish were seen.
The Australian farmers were unable to
explain how the fish had propagated, and
at last started a theory of spontaneous
production.
Among the more ignorant
this theory gained credence until a professor from Sydney chanced to kill a
wild duck and found the feathers on its
breast well sprinkled *vith fish ova, fertile
and nearly ready to batch; then the spontaneous production idea suffered spontaneous combustion.

3hnc.-tt»fnnutt

DOCTOR USES D. D.
PRACTICE.

D. IN HIS

Physician Says This Great
Liquid Prescription is Certain

Eminent

Cure (or Eczema.

j

Women’s Health
protected

j

regular by

_

BEECHAMS
PILLS

tlf

JOHNSON’S
LINIMENT

^

governor

then the

Franco-American—cannery, at Bellingham, the largest plant of its kind in the
world. In all he had designed and built sixcanneries on the coast.
Mr. Lord was a resident of Seattle from 1863
to 1873. He was president of the board of directors for the Seattle district which, about
1868, bought Seattle’s first district-owned
schoolhouse. This was an old frame building
which was moved from its old locatiou, at
Third avenue and Spring street, to the foot of
Virginia street, and was used for many years.
Mr. Lord had a tight on his hands to get the
board to make this move. Prior to that time
the district had been leasing its buildings.
Mr. Lord spent many years at Astoria,
where, besides building canneries, he operated them for other people. I<ater he spent
the greater part of his time at various places
iu Washington and British Columbia, where
he constructed and operated canneries. During his residence in Seattle Mr. Lord built the
old Plymouth church building on Second
avenue, the predecessor of the present edifice,
which has now grown too old and too small
for its congregation. He was a prominent
member of the Pioneers’ association.
Mr. Lord leaves three sons and three daughters—Harry C., of the steamboat inspection
service: William R., of Vancouver, B. C.;
Charles R., of Ladner, B. C.: Mrs. Amanda R.
Prendergast and Mrs. Evelyn B. Dorr, of
Chico, Wash., and Mrs. Lottie Thorne, of New
Berlin, Pa. A son, Frank Lord, recently deceased, was the
pioneer cannerymau of
Auacortes. A brother, Norman Lord, a resident of Newark, N. J., and twenty grandchildren, all living in the northwest, also survive him.

teen

Fire at Chelsea, Mass.
city of Chelsea, Mass.,

^tiU another Eczema specialist
forward in enthusiastic praise of D. D. D.
Prescription, the wonderful external rem-

Half of the

comes

little minds to shrink; but he whose
approves his conduct will pur-

practice.

of

Physicians

conscience
sue

his

beautiful lake five miles northeast of
Sorrento and about 300 feet above sea level
A

furnishes

pure water for

one

of the finest

underground systems in the country. The
village is supplied with hydrauts and fire
apparatus.
The Cockrans, prominent summer residents, last year purchased the water
works and the wharf property. A new
wharf has been built, and those properties
will be developed and maintained for the
benefit of the public.
of the Jones interests
control miles of shore front that will be
for
the
benefit'd all visitors.
kept open
There will be no fences to bar the lovers
of the water front from enjoying beaches
and walks. The harbor is protected and
perfectly safe for small boAts at all times.
Among prominent summer cottagers at
Borrento are Chief Justice M. W. Fuller,
of the United States supreme court, of
Washington, D. C.; Mrs. W. F. Cochran,
Mrs. Daniel Lamont, Mrs. Susan V. Baker,
The

new owners

Plainfield, N. J.; Rev. Thomas E. Freeman, Yonkers, N. Y.; Mrs. Martha S.
Jones, Mrs. Emma J. Sinclair, Mrs. Dr.
Jackson, Dr. F. W. (Joss, The Misses
Edmunds, Mrs. F. S. Woodman, Mrs. Ida
F. Wilber, of Boston; Z. Chaffee, of Providence, R. I.
Mr. Grant has been identified with the
development of seashore property and
business enterprises in Hancock county,
among them the Bar Harbor Banking *fc
Trust Co., the Bar Harbor Electric Light
Co., the Bar Harbor Record, the Hancock
county telephone system, the Sorrento
electric light system, and the Hancock
Point Water Co.

was

wiped out by a tire which raged in the
heavy gale Sunday. The loss is estimated
at fl0,000,000. Four lives were lost, and
edy which cures Eczema and other similar fifty persons were injured.
diseases like magic.
He is lJr. C. B.
Among the structures destroyed were
Holmes, of Silver City, Miss., and in sura- thirteen churches, two hospitals, the pubming up his impressions of the startling lic library, city hall, five scfioolhouses,
cures D. D. D. has effected, he says:
twenty business blocks, nearly a score of
l*I have been using your D. D. D for factories and upwards of 300 tenements
tour years with gratifying results.
’TIS and dwelling-houses.
AS NEAR A SPECIFIC FOR HERPES, ;
ECZEMA, psoriasis, etc., as is I love the man that can smile in trouble,
QUININE FOR MALARIA.”
Dr. Holmes is one of hundreds of phy- that can gather strength from distress, and
sicians who use D. D. D. in their daily grow brave by reflection. ’Tisthe business
The D. D. D. company allows
to use this remedy with the
understanding that they tell their patients
what it was that cured them when the
terrible itch has been wiped out, the skin
healed and the raw wound covered over
w»th soft white skin.
D. D. D. is not a
nasty paste to smear the skin and clothing,
hut it is a clear liquid. It is advisable to
use D. D. D.
soap in connection with
D- D. D.
Prescription.
Is any further
proof of the curative
powers of D. D. D.
Prescription necessary?
That remedy is sold at E. G. Moore’s, Ellsworth, Me. Come in and let us Bhcw you
convincing proof that D. D. D. will cure
your akin disease. Even if
you have not
decided to use D. D. D. remedy, come in
and explain
your case anyway.

improved
good

principles unto|death.

A Twenty-Year Sentence.
“I have just completed a twenty-year
health sentence imposed by Buck ten’s
Arnica Salve, which cured me of bleeding
O. S.
piles just twenty years ago,” writes BuckWoolever, of LeKaysville, N. Y.
worst
sores,
len’s Arnica Salve heals the
boils, burns, wounds and cuts in the
shortest time. 25c. at E. G; Moore’s drug
store.

Au Insidious Danger.
One of the worst features of kidney trouble
is that it is an insidious disease, and before
the victim realises his danger he may have a
fatal malady. Take Foley’s Kidney Remedy
at the first sign of trouble, as it corrects irregularities and prevents Bright's disease aud
diabetes. O. A. Parcheb.

atrbcrttsrm£nt»

Bad Breath.
{

well-known physician, who
knows, declares that
bad breath has broken off more
matches than bad temper.
A

undoubtedly

there

are

at

You Will Need

double-quick.

He ran into the nearest elevator, emerged
into the tunnel, which curves its way up
to the House elevator. He made time
along that underground way which would
do credit to many a younger man back in
the old third district. It was touch and
go as to whether the governor would make
it.
Some other members, whose names
come
farther down the alphabet, were
running^ with him. They got off the
elevator at the House floor and were making through the House lobby.
“Mr. Burleigh,” the reading clerk called,
and there was no response.
“Mr. Burleigh,” he read again. The
swinging glass doors opened and Gov.

Burleigh stuck his head inside.
“Yes,” he responded and the tally
put it down.

Marvelous how this
with
kitchen discomforts
how cool it keeps the
room in comparison with
conditions when the coal
concentrated heat of the
stove does away

—

fire

Among the minor matters which Con-

improvement.

Oil Stove*

When warm days
and the kitchen fire
make cooking a burden—then is the time
to try a New Perfection
Wick Blue Flame Oil
Cook-Stove.

clerk

gressman Burleigh has recently had under
way is that of th? establishment of a
island, Hancock
postoffice at Eagle
county, and notice has lately been given
of favorable action thereon by the postoffice department. Rev. A. M. MacDonald,
secretary of the Maine Seacoast missionary society, first became interested in the
matter, and believing that the inhabitants
were entitled to mail service, appealed to
Congressman Burleigh, who made a determined effort and was able to secure favorable action thereon. In tlie past the
people have had very poor mail facilities,
and the new arrangement will be a great

an

was

burning.

The

quick

NEW PERFECTION
Wick Bine Flame Oil Cook-Stove
!

goes directly to boil the kettle or bake the bread, and none
is diffused about the room to overheat it. Thus using the
“New Perfection” is real kitchen comfort. Made in three
sizes and fully warranted.
If not with your
dealer, write our nearest agency.
such
rt m-n J"st
591 fJr a lam pas
everyone
wants—handsome enough
for the parlor; strong enough for the kitchen, camp
or cottage; bright enough for
every occasion. If
not with your dealer, write our nearest agency.

Important Decision.
It is important, that you should decide to
take only Foley’s Honey and Tar when you
have a cough or cold, as it will cure the most
obstinate racking cough and expel tht cold
from your system. Foley’s Honey and Tar
contains no harmful drugs. Insist upon having it. G. A. Pahchku.

T

•M—4

Foley's Ormo Laxative is best for women
and children. Its roiid action and pleasant
taste makes it preferable to violent purgatives, such as pills, tablets, etc. Cures constipation. G. A. ParchER.

ardent

lovers who must
sometimes wish
their sweethearts

presented

sweeter

mouths to be kissed.
Good teeth cannot
prevent bad breath
when the stomach is
disordered.
The best cure for
bad breath is a
cleansing out of the
body by use of

Lane’s Family
Medicine
the tonic laxative.
This is a herb medicine, sold in
2;c. atul 50c. packages by druggists and it is saving more doctor’s
bills than any other medicine has
ever saved.
It cures headache, backache,
indigestion, constipation and skin
diseases.

talk
Town
■VIl'

FLOURj

Makes Bread that Combines
HIGHEST

FINEST

COLOR*

FLAVOR.

ASK

YOUR.

GREATEST

NUTRITION.

GROCER,

-

C'1f
A

-MMJKMAl.

LOCAL AND hlUTHAf,

APRIL

TERM
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WEST ELLSWORTH

tfrllsiuorth 'American. HANCOCK S. J. COURT

KXY WEDNESDAY

BEGAN

Wmlter A. Bonsey will attend the
Methodist conference at Houlton this

TUESDAY

week.

ELLSWORTH.

MAINE.

SHIRT TERM

Tuesday
pital.

INDICATED—UNDERSTOOD

JURY

GRAND

HANCOCK COUNTY IT RlJSHJNtf C<»
r. W. Rolling Editor ami Manager.
W. II. Tttus, Aa*o«?t*te K«11tor.

WILL,

AGAIN

THE COURT.

Smuscnunta.

Harbor.
Sheriff—Byron II M vyo, Ellsworth.
Crier—Burke Leach. Bucksport.
Deputies—Burke Leach. Bucksport: David
W. Carney, Ellsworth; James S. Fernald,
Tremont; John E. Webster, Bluehill; Ro-

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 15, IHC8
Notable Senate Utterances.

!
j

[ Boston Tra nscript J

land A.

NEW GEM THEATRE
ELLSWORTH.

Messenger— Hamlin Haddocks, Ellsworth.

WEDNESDAY IND TIIISD.IY

Mr. Hale of Maine, the chairman of
on
naval
Senate committee
the
The April term of the supreme court for
affairs, made some observations in
afterthe debate in tb* S-mUe recently, as Hancock county opened Tuesday
shown by the Congressional Record noon, with Justice Albert M. Spear preof such weight and wisdom that they sidios:. At the opening of court, Rev. P.
cannot be too much emphasized.
! A. A. Killam, of the Ellsworth Baptist
Now, somebody may say that I am too se- church, offered prayer.
ver** upon these authorities of the army: but ;
After the usual proclamations, the roll of
I have lived long enough to try to see more |;
than one side of a question, and the officers j the grand jury was called, and the jury was
of ‘he army and navy have nothing in their excused for the day. The traverse juries

The

AND 7 OTHERS.

1

hours,

“NUFF SED.”

It will be a sad day for this country j
when conservative men of the type of
Hale and Aldrich, now veterans in
Che service of the Senate, give place
to youthful enthusiasts who, as was
once
waggishly suggested, “are
against every tax and for every ap- j
propriation.” Our legislative bodies
suffer from lack of men of a sense of
business responsibility, men who see i
both sides of the ledger, and realize !
what the burden of taxation entails. I
One of the great, inevitable issues 6t’
Che future, all a^ong the line of city,
State and nation, is sure to be the
cost of our being governed. Itisalready.mounting up furiously, as these
veterans of the Senate show. Massachusetts continues to be represented
in the Senate by men who weigh this
consideration carefully.

Carter. Erastus J, foreman.Stonington
Archer. Augustus D.Amherst
Blaisdell. William K.Trenton
Gerrish, A J.Winter Harbor
Ginn. Herbert B.Orland
Gray, Charles P.Penobscot
Gray. James B.Sedgwick
Hale. Thomas E, jr.Castine
Hamor, E T.Eden
Hinckley. O T.Bluehill
Kane. A H.Brooklin
Low, Enimnel.Deer Isle
Lunt, Frank W. foreman.Tremont
Lufkin. Isaac E.Surry
Neallev. Joseph W.Ellsworth
Norwood. Kobie, jr.Southwest Harbor
Rice,Wilbert A.Cranberry Isles
Sargent. Arthur I.Gouldsboro
Silsby, Charles F.Mariaville
Si Is by. HT.. Aurora
Snow. Alonzo.Brooksville
Tillock, Charles F.Bucksport
Tracy. Selden R.Mount Desert
West. Francis W
Franklin

of Portfourteen
years of conscientious aud capable
service on the supreme court bench
of Maine. He will enter upon the
active practice of law in partnership
with his son, Charles A. Strout, under
the firm name of Strout & Strout
In
his long service on the bench of the
tribunal
in
the
highest
State, Judge
Strout officiated in a manner to reflect
credit upon himself and to add to the
dignity of the court. In his retirement he takes with him the respect
of his associates, the lawyers and the
laity of Maine, whose interests he has

ASSIGNMENT OF

list.
Indications

are

FRANK H. BRIMME J.
The cider residents of Ellsworth who
knew him so well were pained to team of
The
letter is printed the death, on Auiil 12, of I>. Frank H.
! Brimmer, at Minneapolis, Minn. He was
this week on page 3.
sixty-four years of age.
Mr. Brimmer w is one of six children of
John and .Vary Brimmer. He spent his
COUNTY GOSSIP.
i boy ho d h°re, learning the dentist’s trade
“Forty-three years ago,” says our West of the t-te D-. J. T. Osgood! lie practiced
Franklin correspondent, "th^ ice left the four or fi\e years i" Castine and for a few
hereabouts on the 9th of April. ! months in Bar Harbor. H then went
Some said the heavy cannonading of that i West in 18".2, settling in Minneapolis,
■day, in celebration of Lee s surrender, where he tad lived and practiced ever
since.
broke up the ice.”
:
ut. Brimmer n arried Miss Lizzie Wilson, of Iowa, who died about six years
Seaville is the name of Hancock county’s
ago, and her death probably hastened his
newest postoffiee. It is on Long island i n
own. Oneson
John, W. was born to them;
Bluehiil bay. There are seventeen fami- he is an electrical
engineer, and is now in
lies on the island. Another of Hancock
! Montana.
county’s island settlements will soon
lie is survived by two brothers
i
John
have a post office—Eagle island.
H. and William H., both of this city,
John left last Friday night to be present
Our Surry correspondent exclaims: “Oh at the funeral
yesterday. Interment was
for the electric road to Ellsworth now!" at
Minneapolis.
The mud-time of the year is not a de- |! Dr. Brimmer was a man of rare intellightful one in the rural districts. Some lectual attainments. Besides knowing
day the right man will come along with his profession thoroughly, he was wellforesight enough to see a paying propo- read, and was a writer of no small ability,
sition in an electric road from Ellsworth He was a rare
r
musician; in his
to Surry, Bluehill and across the county j1
days he possessed a fine tenor voice. Ilis
to Castine, with a branch to the Egge- 1 instrument was the
w hich he had
violin,
,
moggin Reach towns. And then the cross- ! f layed from boyhood, and in which he
|
county road will come.
took great delight.
Since going West in 1872, he had been
The ten-inch Hodman guns that are to back to his old home but twice, once in
be shipped away from Fort Knox, at 1884, and again in the summer of 1903.
Bucksport, are now on the government
wharf.
These were dismounted in 1902
Let not future things disturb
for
from the down-river
Seven thou wilt come to them if it shall thee,
battery.
be necesof these guns are to be shipped at this
sary, having with thee the same reason
time, and they will go to the following which now thou usest for present things.
places: One each to Yellow
Ohio; —Marcus Antoniua.
Shelby, Mich.; Holdrege, Neb., and are
for the G. A. R. posts at these places;
Catarrh Cannot be Cured
Warren, R. I., for the Massasoit monumental association; one to Frankfort, with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they cannot
reach the seat of the disease. Catarrh is a
Mich.; one to Manitou, Mich. These are blood or constitutional disease, and in order
given to the towns. The average weight to cure it you must take
internal remedies.
of these guns is seven and one-half tons, Hall s Catarrh Cure is taken
internally, and
and they are quite an expense to take acts directly on the blood and
mucous surthem from the battery, get them across faces. Hairs Catarrh Cure is not a quack
the river, loaded on the cars and to their medicine. It was prescribed by one of the
best physicians in this country for years, and
final homes, but in each case all expense is a
prescription. It is composed of
is paid by those who are to receive them. the regular
best tonics known, combined with the
best blood
purifiers, acting directly on the
mucous surfaces. The perfect combination
Two Burned to Death.
of the two ingredients is what produces such
wonderful
results
in curing Catarrh. Send
Mrs. Rebecca Small and her son Arthur
for testimonials free.
lost their lives in a Are which destroyed
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo O.,
their home
near
Milbridge yesterday
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall’*
ll’s Family Pills for constipation.
morning.

Thursday. April

Songs.

Springs,

young!

1908.

This is the time of the

THE Ml LiriCATION OP|l HE SUNDAY
STATUTE OF, THE STATE OFMAIXK.
was hunting and shooting as usual
on Sunday in Cuniculous Para, Oct. 6,
1907 The State of Maine must indemnify me
in the sum of *3,000 and $7,000, i. e. (ten
thousand dollars) for nullification of Sunday
“close time" law. A like amount must be
each and every violation of the
paid to me forthe
State of Maine and the fedDecalogue by
eral government of the United state of AmerMary Catbarinr Frktz Austin.
ica.

the

When

muiu.

C.

not

pictures

State 8t. Ellsworth,
j^
All modem improvements.: t

And

*******
#
*
*'
*

i

probate thereof, presented by Sophronia

DANCING SCHOOL
Classes. Tuesday and Friday evenings.
Private Lessons ia Daueiug, also on violin

and all brass instruments. Por terms for
rent of hall or lee sons inquire of

fee Sake.
limited quantity of lumberjoist, placed spruce and pine boards,
etc., at reasonable prices.
M. C. Austin.
Cuniculocus Park Mills, Egypt, Me.
"1ITOOD
Suitable (or finest paper pulp.
What am I offered lor poplar, spruce
?T
and fir. by the cord in car lots, delivered at
Franklin Road station. Maine? M. C. Austin, Egypt, Me.

LUMBER—A
—

POTATOES
25 bushels Noroton
Beauty potatoes; the earliest potatoes
evergrown. Price $1.£5 per bushel. L. Linscott. West Hancock. Me. Tele. 159 6 R. F. D. 4.
—

hous?

Franklin street.
and bath, large stable, fine
HOUSE—My
cellars under house

9

on

ce-

nieiit
and stable, bouse in
fine repair; price low. terms reasonable. Address.GEoKGE H. Grant. Ellsworth, Me.

—Capable girl wanted lor general
housework
Hancock Point. Address,
GIRL
H. Grant, Ellsworth, Me.
at

George

for
r^WRL
family.

general housework, in a small
Good wages. Apply to Box 633,
iliworth. Me.

Stbrrtisrmmts
WESTERN

CO,

TORONTO.

ASSETS DEC. 31. 1907.
8tocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,

Swazey, late of Buckiport. in said
county, deceased. Fourth and last account of
Charlotte R. Swazey, executrix, filed for set*
tlement.
Sarah M. G. Colby, late .of Bucksport, in
aaid county, deceased. First and final a « count
of Henry F. Andrews, executor, filed for settlement.
Thomas M. Pierce, late of Lamoine, in said
First account of George
county, deceased.
E. Pierce, administrator, filed for settlement.
John H. Hopkins, late of Eden, in said
couhty. deceased. First and final account of
Walter C. Hopkins and Hattie M. Higgins,
administrators, filed for settlement.
Charles H. Clos'On. late of Sedgwick, in said
county, deceased. Final account of Henry W.
Sargent, administrator with the will annexed,
filed for settlement.
Daniel Ladd, late of Tremont. in ssid county, deceased. First account of Emerson D.
Ladd, adm.nistrator, fl ed for settlement.
Thomas M. Pierce, late of Lamoine (formerly of Mount Desert), in saidcounty.deceased.
Third and final account oi B. E.
Clark, guardian, filed for settlement.
Caroline H. Stan ey, late of Cranberry Isle*,
in said county, deceased.
Petition filed by
Lewis G. Stanley, administrator, that an order be issued to distribute among the heirs of
said deceased the amount remaining in the
hands of said administrator, upon the settlement of his first account.
Jonn J. Bridges. Ule of Bucksport, in said
county, decease 1. -Petition filed by Tbeodo.e
H. Smith, execu or. for lice-s? to sell certai
real estate of said deceased, as described in
said petition.
Frank E.Closson. late of Ellsworth, in aaid
county, deceased
Petition filed hv A C
Bagertby. admiuist'Btor. for liceuse'to sell
certain real estate of aaid deceased, as described in said petition.
Samuel B. Freethv, late of Brooklin, in said
county, deceased. Petitiou filed by Frank VV.
Cole (licensed 10 sell certain leal e’st «te of
ibe
estate of >*aid deceased;, that an order
be is.-ued to distribute among the heirs oi said deceased the amount emainiug in the bands of
W. Cole, upon the settlement of
his first and final account.
Thomas M. Pierce, late of Lamoino. in said
count v, deceased.
Petition filed ov George L.
Pierce, administrator, that an order be issued to distribute among the heirs of said
de
ceased the amount
remaining in the hands of
said administrator, upon the
settlement of his
first account.

Minnie L. Hale, late of Brooklin, in said
deceased. First account of Herbert
tT-“ale, administrator. Hied for settlement
Fred E. Straw, late of
destine, in said

c>UEtv.

Bujs receivable,

j Interest and rents,
I
Gross assets,

countv,
oecett.eu.
decea-ed.
Petition that
t'etiiion
V,
\ ogell or some other suitable

pointed

Admitted assets.
LIABILITIES

DEC. 31.
$255 ,339 80
1,497 ,439 00
20,,978 58
207,,000 0u
332 465 14

Deposit capital.
Surplus over ail liabilities,
Total liabilities and

John M
M.
person bean

administrator oi
of iDt
the estate of gate
said
nrpipnf<.H K.. c,.,-._,
presented by Frances J. Laskey,
J at

iiprpiisPri.
eceased,

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
Ail other liabilities,

surplus,

$2,313,222 31

agents:

FRED C. LYNAM &
BAR HARBOR.

CO

O. W.

TAPLBY,
ELLSWORTH.

CASUALTY COMPANY OP
AMERICA,
NEW YOKE, N. Y.
AS8ETS DEC. 31, 1907.
Stocks aud bonds,
ai aaq
7s
Cash in office and bank,
aw
Agents’ balances,
550’mo m
Interest,
lj,?*, r

18?

5

Gross assets,

neir of said deceased.
Mary J. straw, late of Castine, in said
deceased. Petition
cHtwu
that jonu
mat
John M
Vogell or some other suitable person heap
pointed
administrator ui
of me
the estate or
of sai<
salt
•j
y Fr*nce’ J- Laskey,
ai
*
heir of said deceased.
Harriet 8. Davis, late of Witfter
Harbor, li
said county, deceased. Petition that
Bedfon
E. Tracy or some other suitable
person he as
pointed administrator of the estate of sai,
deceased, presented by Parker L. Davis, wid
owerof said deceased.
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of said
Court
A true copy of the origiuai order.
Attest: T. F. Mahoney.
Register.

county,

■

.■wawawi

*“'*• notice
■Us“.1Crlb'r
has been 1er,eb>'
TH1
duly appointed
the last will and
he

tha

executo

of

testament of
MARY L. LYNAM, late of
EDEN,
county
Hancock, decoased, no bond
being required by the terms of said wil
having demands sgainst the ei
tate of said deceased are
desired to preset
the seme for settlement, and all
indebte
reque,ted “ “»*“
‘-vwam.
Bar Harbor. April 8, 1908.

P*J*f“*

meoiatefy?

Depreciation in securities,
Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC.
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital.
Surplus over-all liabilities,

$2,031,697
31, 1907.

fi

*334 u6

a

19A713

5

aoi’ano

SoioOfl

200348 4

Total liabilities and surplus,
$2,031,6971
PEARL A DENNETT CO.. General

Agent.

BANGOR, ME.

*

call on

Street,

New, Full Spring Line.

^

*

T»

he Eastern Trust & Banking Co.

J offers

ples

Fives notice thi
rTW-8Cber ^er,efty
trtUr*x of the estate of y *PPOin,ed —t
SETH K. HINCKLEY, late of
BLUEHIL
the county of Haneook.
deceased, ai
M
direcuAH
aving demands against the estate
deceased are desired to present the of sa
same fi
settlement, and all indebted
quested to make payment immediately
“ H,SCILKV
Biuehill, April 8,

Ein

h®*

ihe Uw,

perso*

thereto."

1908H,l“

first of

safety

all; then Courteous

treatment—and every assistance consis-

te n with

ri.

FfaDk.

ASSURANCE

such,

FOSTER

see a

sound

These

banking.

that have contributed to the

the

princi-

success

of this

are

institution.

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO.
BANGOR.

tate.
Alfred

HIM.

rooms

*

I

*«*««**

Teel, the executrix therein named.
Isidore Cornwallis, late of Castine, in said
county, deceased. First account of Augustine
H. Folsom, executor, filed for settlement.
Also private account of Augustine H. Folsom,
executor, filed for allowance against said es-

j

C. E. Monaghan, Lessee*

*
*

Augustus N. Osgood, late of Bluehill, in said
A certain instrument
county, deceased.
purporting to be the last will end testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by Ernest L. Osgood, the executor therein named.
Rhoda Z. M. Teel, late of Frencbboro, in
said county, decessed. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition for

To-let day or evening. t**r earn parties,
receptions with or without music, and
lor Oauctng Patties, with music,
k v

SEED

R.

30 Main

cause

NEW “SOCIETY” HALL

NO

for

Xoticr*.

thereupon hereinhereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that tney may appear at a probate court to be held at Bden,
in
said
on
the
fifth day
of
county,
May, a. d. 1908. at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

may dance from 10 to 12.

U

looking

sented for the action
THE
after indicated, it is

—

attending

New Furniture and Carpets

ail persons interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate coart held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the seventh
dav of .* pril, a. d. 1908
following matters having been pre-

FREEDANCE
All

year when you need

To

ponds

j

George W. Stover.

ltg.il

1

|

NOTICE.
my wife, Lizzie F. Stover, hav-

Orland, Maine, April 2,

4.000 ft. of First-Class Film.
Two late Illustrated

COMPANY,

ELLSWORTH, ME.

? >
my bed and hoarl without Just
lng
cause, this is to forbid all persons barboring
or trusting her on my account, as I shall payno bills contracted by be.- afier this date.

Do

16

Washington

—

UNION TRUST

_

!

|
j

■\IrHERE\S
left

npk.ciai.

CASES.

The remainder of the afternoon yesterday was occupied by calling the docket
and the assignment of cases.
Fifty-four cases were put on the trial

Details and particulars await parties who
will call or write.

trespass in Cuntculocus Park. I
demand protection to life aud property
from the countv of Hancock, the State of
Maine and the Unite 1 States of America
Mary C. Frktz Austin.

$owley, Oliver.Swan’s Island

OBITUARY,

faithfully guarded.

HANCOCK HALL.

SUPERNUMERARY.

that the term will be
short, though the trial list is long. Justice
Spear called out a considerable amount of
• “dead wood” from the
docket, many cases
I which have been continued from term to
term for years being dismissed or put
on the trial list to be disposed of at this
; term.
The grand jury went into retirement this
It is understood that new
j morning.
evidence in the Pringle assault case at Bar
I Harbor will be submitted.
! The case of Hooper, Havey & Co., vs A.
A. Orcutt, was on for trial this afternoon.
,

Judge Sewall C. Strout,
land, on Saturday closed

HiPPI HOUR THEATRE

or

SECOND TRAVERSE JURY.

5%

CAKb OF THANKS.
extend heartfelt thanks to
to
friends and neighbors for the kindness
and sympathy shown by them in so many
of
ways during the illness and at the death
F. of H.. for
my huabatfd; to Pamola grange.
manv favors, and to all whose expression of
love and sympathy was shown In floral tribMss. D. H. 8ACNDKRS.
utes
Hancock, Me., April 11.

TAKE* NOTICE.
FINHE pena.tv besides M>«ine laws for close
1 time is from #i.000 to #5.000 or thirteen
months in stale prism: Sun/Uty* $8000 io
#7,000 or fifteen mouths’ imprisonment, in
eac'i and every cas*- or trespass in Cunicutocus park from this date.
Mary C. Fretz Austin.
Aug. 21, 1907.

..

FIRST TRAVERSE JURY.

Bonds in denominations of $100, $500
and $1,000 to yield

THERE

Performances are lengthened to 11-2
commencing at 2 and 3JO; 7 and 8JO.

Leach, Gilbert S.Penobscot
Moore, Eben B.Bucksport
Parsons. Linwood E.Eden
Patten. I.ibeous D.Ellsworth
Small. Edward S..Deer Isle
Snowman. Fred G.Orland
Stratton. Charles E.Hancock j
Williams. George C.Franklin
Wilson.
II.1UU. AT.Sullivan I
The traverse juries as empanelled and
organized, are as follows:
**

INVESTMENTS
FOR LARGE OR SMALL INVESTORS.

I

Holy City.

Castine; Jerome H, Knowles, Northeast Harbor- George R. Hadlock, Cranand then, when the campaign conies berry Isles; B. E. Tracy, Winter Harbor;
around, criticises the _arty in power j Sumner P. Mills, Stonington.
THE JURIES.I
for the resulting total. Mr. Aldrich
said:
At this term of court the grand jury is
I hope that the timely utterances of the the same as empanelled and charged at the
senator from Maine will have the serious atOctober term. It follows:
tention especially of senators sitting upon
GRAND JURY.
this side of the Chamber, who are responsible
for legislation. We have had in the present Stinson. Philip P, foreman.Surry
fiscal year an excess of expenditures above Noyes. Frank P, cl rk.Gouldsboro
receipts of $38,000,000. Iu the corresponding Benson. Richard.Sedgwick
Bowden, Edward C.Castine
period of last year we had au excess of re
ceipts above expenditures of ?’>2.003.03J. mak- Candage, Herbert A.Bluehill
ing a difference of $90,000,009, as compared (tray. DeFo.-est.Brooksville
We are certain to have a Grover, George W.Mount Desert
with this year.
large deficiency in revenue this year.
Harmon. Joseph C.Stonington
But what I especially desire to call to the Herrick. Frank A.Brooklin

attention of the Senate is the fact that there
pending before the Senate four or five
bills that involve unusual and extraordinary
of more than a hundred million
expenditures
dollars; and I am sorry to say that one of
those items of expenditure is a proposition
offered by the senator from Georgia (Mr.
Bacon), who is constantly an economist in !
observation, involving at least $10,000,000. I
hope the Senate will seriously consider these !
questions of abstracting money from the !
treasury of the United States by these enor- j!
■nous expenditures,
which are sure to be I
made a subject of criticism. In the approach J
ing political campaign we shaft see the senator from Georgia (Mr. Bacon), the senator!|
from Texas (Mr. Culberson), upon the stump
criticising the republican party for their Ij
enormous expenditures—mode at their sug- t
geation and with their co-operation.

HOME

NOTICE.
HEREBY give public notice that I give
the rest of his
T.
Dix.
Perclval
son.
my
minority. After this date I shall pay no bills
of hi* contracting, and shall claim none of
Mu In a Eaton.
#s wage*.
McKinley, Maine. April 8.1908.

ren.

are now

TO

FREEDOM

THE

j

point
responsibility
ing how the minority seuaiors habitually seek to increase public outlay

of

greatest picture

its kind in existence.

Blinds—and that is uatural—bu. the two were then empaneled.
establishments. The army sees nothing but
ATTORNEYS PRESENT.
the army; and the army’s idea <>f an immense
revenue pouring in for the uses of the governThe attorneys present at the opening of
ment is that it makes a great reservoir for !
court were as follows: H. E. Hamlin, A.
army appropriations. Wtth some exceptions,
B. T.
the naval officers have the same idea. Any- ! F. Burnham, John B. Redman,
body who has listened to the debate for the ! Sowle, John A. Peters, Henry M. Hall,
last day or two in the other braueh of Con- ! George B. Stuart, F. L. Mason, L. F. Giles,
gress will see how this exploiting of enor- D. E. Hurley, F. C. Burrill, John F.
mous appropriations for the navy is brought
Knowlton, H. L. Crabtree, R. E. Mason,
out. We must have a navy', and we have got
E. J. Walsh, Ellsworth;
W. E.
to-day. practically, in actual force and i O. P. Whiting,
Cunningham, O. F. Fellows, T. H.
strength and usefulness, the second navy in
the world; and yet naval officers and naval Smith, Wiley C. Conary, Bucksport; E. 8.
boards tell us that we need to doable it.
Clark, Charles H. Wood, B. E. Clark, A.
1
Mr. Hale was followed oy Senator H. Lvnam, John E. Bunker, C. B. Pineo,
E. N. Benson, H. L. Graham. Harry M.
Aldrich, who brought out the further Conners,
Bar Harbor; Edward E. Chase,
that the majority must assume
Bluehill; George R. Fuller. Seth W. Norfor expenditures, showSouthwest
wood,
Harbor; George M. War-

Spcital Kotin*.
CARD or THANKS.
the friends whose assistance and sjrm*
the
pathv were so mucb appreciated at son
time of the death of my husband and oar
and brother, the family extend tbetr heartfelt
thanks to those whose sympathy was exwbos«
pressed by letters and to the following
floral tributes were so beautiful: I. O. O. F.,
of Winter Harbor. I. O O F., of Brooklin.
employee* of E. T. Russell Co.. Baskahegan
tribe I. O. R. M.. Winnetka council, Halcyon
Temple. Mr and Mrs. J. M. Williams, F. H.
Moses, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Noyes and Mrs. R.
E. Robinsou. Josephine Nutteb Blance.
Chas Blanch and Family.
Prospect Harbor, April 13. 1908.

rWIHH

PICTURES

Flyk. Brooklin.

Stenographer— Fred L. Hayden, Portland.

I

daughter

J. A. Scott, superintendent of schools, has
engaged Mrs. Clara I. Carter to board the
two Dollardtown pupils who are attending the West Ellsworth school.

Albert M. Spear
Presiding Justi.j
Gardiner.
Clerk—John F. K nowltox. Ellsworth.
County Attorney—Charles H. Wood. Bar

2,430

surgical

to spend a few w'eeks with her
Mrs. Emma Bodge.

CON-

—

Average for the year of 1907,

for

Mrs. Harriet Barron will go to Bangor

SIDER PRINGLE CASE.

This week’s edition of The
American is 2,450 copies.

will go to Bangor
treatment at the hos-

George M. Barron

AFTERNOON.

AFTERNOON

AT

Vmntttfrantta,

“Did you nee the Alps?” “Oh, ye». Onr
c*r broke down right opposite them, end,
do yon know, I’m almost glad it did. I
found them so charming and intereating.'’

MAINK.

Capital, #175,000.
Surplus (earned’, #420,000.
Deposits, #3,500,000.

legal ITotio*.
STATE OP MAINE.
Hancock s*.—At a ---held
at
probate court
Ellsworth, in aod for said county of Hancock,
on the seventh day of April, in the year of
our Lord one thousand
nine hundred ana

Commonwealth Hotel
Opposite

BOSTON,

HUtr

Hnuw.

MASSACHtSKTTS.

eight.

CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament of
THOMAS W. TALCOTT, late of ARLINGTON.
in the county of Middlesex, and Commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased, and of the
thereof in said coumy of Middlesex.
uly authenticated, having been presented to
the judge of probate for our said county of
Hancock for the purpose of being allowed,
filed and recorded in the probate court of
our said county of Hancock.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks
successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in saul county of Hancock.
to
the fifth day
prior
of
May
a.
d.
19C8, that
they may appear at
a probate court then
to be held at Kden,
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any thev have, against the same.
EDWARD
of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T.F. Mahonky. Register.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock as:—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock
on tbe seventh day of
April, in the year of
our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and

A

Srohate

ENCHASE,

Jud|e

eight.

CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
the lMl wl" *nd testament
ana codicil thereto of
MARY T. CLARE,
late of tbe city and county of
Philadelphia,
and state of Pennsylvania,
deceased, and of
the probate thereof in said state of
Pennayl*
vama, duly authenticated,
having been presented to the judge of
for our aaid
probate
county of Hancock for the purpose of being
allowed, filed and recorded in the probate
court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to
all persona interested therein, by
publishing
a copy of this order three weeks
succes
lively in the
Ellsworth
American, a
.at
Ellsworth, in said
newspaper^printed
of
county
Hancock, prior to the fifth day of
May, a. d. 1908, that they may appear at a
court,' then to'
at Eden,
in and for said county of Hancock, at
ten
o clock in the
forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, againat the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of tbe original order.
F. Mahonky. Register.

A

Offers rooms with hot and cold water for
fl.00 per day and up; rooms with private
bath for fl.50 per dav and up; suite* of two
rooms and bath for'f3.00 per day and up.
Weekly rates on rooms with hot end cold
water and shower baths, 16.00 to $9.00;
rooms with private baths, f5MX) t<> *1200;
suites of two rooms and bath, fl5 t<* f-2.
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
Stone Floors, nothing wood but the doors.

Equipped

Long distance telephone in every room.
Strictly a Temperance Hotel.
Send for booklet.
STORER F. CRAFTS, Manager.

WINDSOR HOTEL
W. T. BRUBAKER. Manager.
Midway between Broad St. station
Reading Terminal on Filbert St.
A convenient and homelike place to stay
while In the city shopping.
and

An excellent restaurant where
service combines with low prices.

be^elS

probata

Rooms 91.00 per

COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE.
ss:—Bar Harbor. Me., April 8,

E*
having been
nndersigned.^
\\J ^e
appointed
by the Honorable
7-"Vuaviug

-.

oeen

^hase, Judge of Probate

d

duVj
ec

J'

Wednesday,
nf.dV'.the

Sid0!

*Vhe

each!

Commissioners.

Sturdy 2-y--

American:

--

in

*

Ireland and England; sure to thrive
re5U
garden with ordinary care and give Out*
beginning this season. Hybrid PerpetuaK
each; 10 for $3; 100 for $‘25. Teas and Hyn o
Teas. 50c each; 10 fop $4; 100 for $35. Send
»n'
list of over 40 varieties, or order to coloi
eru

trust to

us.

MT. DESERT NURSERIES.
Wm.

Th-.

hotel of repu-

PHILADELPHIA.
a.

will;i
.aid county, commissioner,
and decide upon tbe cl.ims <
the creditors of John If.
Hopkins, la|
of Eden, in said county,
deceased, v»bo<
estate has been represented insolvent
bereb
Public notice agreeably 10 the order <
*!”
•aid judge of probate, that three
montl
from and after the seventh
day of
MW. have been allowed toAprl
*1
sai
creditors to
and
present
n>ove
thei
*1'
«<**»« we will attend to tb
duly assigned u.i at tbe office of Harry h
« *»f Harbor, in
said Eden, o
tbe sixth day of May. and Wet
twentieth day of May. a. d 180
the clock
ulfdrnTOn of
said days.
Haaav M. Cohwebs.
HBBBEKT L. Q BA HAW,
and
lor
receive

good

day and up.

The only moderate rriced
tation and consequence in

_Attest:—T.

^Hancock

its own Sanitary Vaccleaning plant.

with

uum

Mii.l.h, Mgr..

Subscribe

for

Bab

The

Habhob,

American

biltage 3mj>rot>tnunt.

CITY MEETING

KLLMVOKTH FALLS.

aubmmmiBt*.

About |21 was realized from the supper
The High street division in the Villimge in the vestry last Wednesday evening.
BUY YOUR
SHORE
NEW
FOB
Improvement society will give an enterArthur Mitchell has commenced aigtainment May 1.
ging a cellar on the lot he recently purROAD AWARDED.
A general meeting of the
society was chased. He will buiid a house this spring.
held in the library room Monday 'afterN. C. Ayer and wife, who have been at
noon at 3.
WEST SIDE ROAD NOT
There will be another meeting Houlton
during the winter, are here fora
Bt'ILDINO Or
next Monday,
at the same place few days with Mrs.
20,
IN'
April
Ayer’s parents, W. H.
VET DETERMINED—CHANGE*
and at the same hour.
Brown and wife.
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
It may be of interest to know that our
Mrs. M. M. Moore held a millinery opsociety, familiarly, even affectionately, ening Saturday afternoon and evening in
mBt Monday spoken of as “Village Improvement” was rooms
The mayor »nt*
recently fitted up for the purpose.
legally incorporated as the “Ellsworth The opening was largely
We have one of the most
attended. Re.vpninn: (all board present.
authorize Punlic Improvement Society” July 16,1880
freshments
voted
to
were served during the afterunanimously
it aria
The Bridge hill division will give an noon and evening.
Bresnshan to notify all
in New
and our line includes every want in
rvilector John H.taxes
to him as collector entertainment April 24 in the high school
News was received here Sunday morning
Arsons owing unless
payment is made building. Mrs. J. A. Peters, Miss Mary of the death of Miss Mary Black, of BanFir the city that
Horse
Accessories or Furof notice, A. Stockhridge, Miss Mary A. Uaynorsnd
of George W.
Black
within twelve days ol receipt
daughter
Airs. F. W. Hollins are the committee. gor,
and wife, at the Eastern
r.iit «ill l>e brought for same in the name The
Maine genand
our
extensive
wholesale
business enables us
patronage M the public is earnestly eral hospital of pneumonia. The rethe citv of Ellsworth.
for solicited.
mains were taken to Otis Tuesday, where
BUI (,f Dennis C. Kivnolds for
for Hv, years was
to sell you these
at
lower than you can
The Village improvement society holds services were held by Rev. J. D. Prigmore.
repairs on private way
meetings regularly every Monday afterallowed, i*arne to be applied to .Mr. Rey- noon
During the high wind Sunday afterat
3
in
taxes.
the
new
obtain
elsewhere.
in
the noon, the parsonage which had been
nolds'
headquarters
SEW ROAD*.
public library. Members have access to raised for the purpose of relaying the wall,
these
Aid. Hagan moved that the contract and rooms, which are extremely pleasant was blown off the blocks and jacks on
the new- Shore road on
attractive, any time the public read- which it was resting, the north side tip#or completion of
the east side of Leonard lake be awarded ing-room is.open. The literature provided ping Into the cellar. Work was begun
the Civic association, bearing esneci- this
his
by
Holmes,
bid,
£1.50
rod,
per
;oe
morning under th° direction of L.
to Kos
aliv upon village improvement, will be
the lowest received.
Tho kind you have always paid from $85 to *100 for.
McGowu to raise the building.
or M4012, Iwdng
found
the
and
might
to
city
helpful
the
varisuggestive
Aid. Stock bridge thought
r<»ad itself, ous committee.
the
by
money
building
gave
Woodward being
Such a quick response to the circular
ajakim; list.
but Street-Commissioner
said he would not want the letter sent out to former residents of EllsQuestioned at
the price.
If
worth Is most gratifying. Within the
him-*.
job
....
IlHiiimch Con>nt Forts.
Tte* motion to award contract to Mr. first twenty-four hours four enthusiastic
West Sullivan—Sid Aprs, sch Ctaas Wool- |
Holmes was carried, and the committee on i Ellsworth boys mailed their membership sey, for N Y
to draw up the nem*
instructed
was
fee, accompanied by such phrases as these:
and
Give us an idea of the
street*
Wid Apr 11, schs Willie I. Maxwell, for
over, write for
a bond from Mr.
Chas H Trickey, for N Y
garv c ontract and require
| “It is indeed a great pleasure to me to be Philo;
Sid Apr 13, schs Hannah F CsrletOD, for N
Holmes t«*r the building of the road to the | able to asgist in beautifying one of the finwill
and we
or
be
harness
streets.
you
wagon
Y; Hu/.el Dell. for La bee
! ost places in the whole land the city of
satisfaction of the committee on new
Ar Apr 10. sch Donna Briggs
road
Ellsworth.” Another
In tbc matter of building the
writes:
I
take
Ar
14. sch Harriet C Whitehead was
write you
side of the river, the quest ion
on the west
pleasure in sending the fee; am Very glad towedApr
to Belfast for repairs after being pulled
of expense of repairs on the old mill-road to see the spirit manifested in the enter- off at Gouldsboro where
she went ashore.
of
the
street
to
the
beginning
from Grant
prise. May your zeal never Hag in the
STATE AGENTS FOR THE INVINCIBLE SCHACHT AUTO
new road, was discussed. This niece of grand work.”
BORN.
It
road is now practically impassable.
Look for the White Horse.
all
the
over
ledge
distance;
nearly
runs
BENNETT—At Bucksport, March 29, to Mr
POWER LINK.
there is no material handy to build a
and Mrs Charles A Bennett, a son.
road, and a large part of the road would
HOPKINS—At Orland. April 8, to Mr and Mrs I
have to be railed. It will be an expensive
Hay side Residents Ask for Injunction
Calvin A Hopkins, a daugnter.
piece **f road to build, but unless it is put
—Another Change Proposed.
LADD—At Brook8ville, April 6, to Mr and Mrs
new
road, or
in safe condition, tue
Charles Ladd, a daughter.
44*46
Residents
of the Bayside road have pewould
be
of
little
use.
Leonard avenue,
titioned for an injunction to restrain the M'GOWN—At Franklin. April 5, to Mr and Wholesale
Retail.
BANGOR, ME.
ALBANY, IN. V..
The question of whether the mill road is a
Mrs Ira E McGown, a daughter.
Ellsworth
Power
Co.
from
erectaccepted by the city also enters
Supply
public way
MURPHY—At Tremom, March 9, to Mr and
its power transmission line along that
ing
matter.
into the
We make a
of Business and
Mrs William E Murphy, a son.
highway. There will be a hearing on the
The question of deferring the building
Treniont, March !1, to Mr and
petition before Judge Spear at the county MURPHY—At
*
of the new road for the present was con- court
Co->
Ban*ot' Me
W
Mrs
Albert
f
a
son.
:
References
room
Murphy,
Ban£,“*
Thursday evening. In the
i Second National Bank,
sidered The new road has been regularly
ROBBINS—At Stonington, April
Mr and
meantime the
company is proceedaccepted by the city, and the city has re- ing in the workpower
Mrs
Lewis
J
a
Robbins,
daughter
of erecting its poles. L>.
ceived from the Bar Harbor A Union
E. Hurley will represent the petitioners SAWYER—AtCastine. April 4, to Mr and Mrs
River Power Co. its portion of the cost of
Russell Sawyer, a daughter.
and Hale A Hamlin the power company.
beunder
the
contract
the
road,
building
Franklin. April 7. to Mr and
Another change of route of the power SPRINGER—At
Mrs Millard F Springer, a daughter.
tween the power company and the city.
line may be necessary at this end. The TRACY—At
j
Ellsworth, April 8. to Mr and Mrs
All these matters enter into the consideracity gave right of wav down Water street
Edward Alfred Tracy, of Brewer, a son.
and Fine Floral Work for any and
tion of the subject.
The matter of building the west side and the Bayside road from the old Hall
MARRIKD.
every occasion
road was laid on the table. The full board steam mill to the Trenton line, the comwill go over the roads, ascertain what pany believing it could obtain right of
over
H.
all
land
from the power LORING-GORDENS-At
Bar
way
private
is
build
under
to
the
the
year ronnd.
city
McKlnlev. March
obligations
house to the steam mill.
14. by Rev O G Barnard. Miss Hattie C
rotd, and report at the next meeting.
Residents of Grant street, however,
to Nelson P Gardens,
both of
Loring
CHANGE IN FIRE* DEPARTMENT.
w hose land it was desired to cross at the
Treniont.
Aid. Hagan moved that John A. Stuart river front, asked prices which the com- SMITH—ANDREWS—At Ellsworth April 14,
by Rev P A A Killam. Miss Corinne V Smith,
driver
of
Are
team.
the
be removed as
pany considers exorbitant. It is under^ offer attractive modes in tan.
of Ellsworth, to Edwin 8 Andrews, of
Aid. Jordan asked Chief-Engineer Good- stood the company will now ask the city
win if there had been any dissatisfaction for permission to construct the line along
brown, olive, mouse, fawn. blue,
STEPHENSON MALUSTER
At
Buckswith Mr. Stuart in the Are department. the mill road on the east side of the river
port. April 8. by Rev James W Price, Miss
in deand
Gertrude Stepnenson, of Hillsboro, N B, to
Mr. Cfoodwiu said there was no dissatis- to State street, running from that point,
William McAllister, of Holden.
of broad stripes, small checks,
faction with Mr. Stuart, and the Aremeu across postoffice square and dow*n Water
signs
▼•A9C MANK nEG'Srencg
did not want a change.
street to the steam mill, on steel poles sixty- WALTON-JOHNSON-At North Sullivan,
and
11, bv Rev N R Pearson. Miss Lottie A
April
Aid. Hagan said he understood that feet high. This would take the wires far
Walton, of Franklin, to Clarence W Johnwhen last year’s Are ordinance was re- above any buildings.
To view the most
son, of North Sullivan.
pealed. the chief-engineer wished some
Photographs of the style of pole w-hich
and attractive exhibit of
changes. Mr. Goodwin said the change will be usea if this permission is granted,
DIKI>.
he suggested was that the chief and not ! show a
so far as it
fabrics, you should examine the
polethew hich overcomes,
one of the drivers would be custodian of ! is
possible,
objection of unsightliness ALLEN—At Sedgwick. Aoril 6, Mary, wife of
handsome line of 500 different
the engine-house.
of poles on a highway.
Amos H A!leu. aged 59 years, 2 months, 29
Y’eas and nays being called for on the
styles sent us by Ed. V. Price'st
clays.
motion to remove Mr. Stuart, Aid. StockBOWLEY-At
West
Franklin,
April 6,
Co., the famous Merchant Tailors
Easter Concert at M. K. Church.
Natalie, infant daughter of Mr and Mrs
bridge, Kstey and Hagan voted yea; Aid.
of
whom we represent
At the Methodist church Sunday evenRalph Bowley, aged 8 months, 19 days.
Staples and Jordan nav.
BRIMMER—At
Minn.
Minneapolis.
April 12,
On motion the board proceeded to elect
ing, there was an Easter concert by the
here. Many of the
Frank H Brimmer, a native of Ellsworth,
a driver to AU the vacancy.
Wallace Ray- Sunday school. There was a large congreaged 64 years.
patterns are special and will not
mond received three votea, and was de- gation. The programme was as follows:
CARMAN—At Deer Isle, April 6. Mrs Henriclared elected. Aid. Staples and Jordan Voluntary .Mias Mayo
be shown by anyone else.
etta L Carman, aged 78 years. 9 months.
CARTER—At Hancock, April 14. Hazel Hi
? did not vote.
Hymn >'o. 117—&tamliug on the Promises.
FOE ONLY
^
Carter, aged 7 years, 5 months. 6 days.
Congregation
C. E. Monaghan asked that some city
Ask also to see the nevr novelty
notes which he held be renewed at 4 per Scripture Reading.Mias Snringham ECHENAOUCIA—At Boston, April 11. Frank
suit designs 486. 489 ana 490 on
H. infant son of Mr and Mrs Frank H
Prayer.Rev. V. F. Hendee
cent., the interest others were receiving, Recitation—God’s
of
5
Echenagucia. formerly
Ellsworth, aged
Holy Book.-Mary Hopkins
our exclusive fashion plates, and
and it was so voted by the board.
months.
Recitation—Raster, Fair Easter,
A recess was then taken to Monday
Geneva Smith FERGUSON—At Deer Isle, April 6. Mary F
fabrics Nos. 4404L. 4398K.4389J,
Song—We're 80 Glad.Class of five girls J
Ferguson, daughter of the late Dr F B Ferevening, April 2D.
43061.
Recitation—How to Dress on Easter Day.
nifty
guson, aged 83 years, 1 month. 5 davs.
i
Thelma Fullerton ; GRAY-At Bluehill, April 12, Herbert M Gray,
for up-to-date dressers.
Solo—Let Praises Fill the Earth and Sky,
aged 31 years, 8 months. 10days.
LAKEWOOD.
1
Virginia Carter LORD—At Seattle. Wash, March 19, in his
From your own selection of fabric
30th year. Donald Ross Lord, a native of
Ladder,
Howard Rollins left this week to teach Dialogue—Life's
PHOTOGRAPHERS.
Class of girls and boys :
Ellsworth.
and style model, we will have
in Vassal boro.
An Easter Sermon.George Blaisdell
LORIMER—At Franklin. April 6, Martyn
Ernest Garland is located at the Ed. Duet—Beautiful the Little Hands.
Craig, Infant son of Rev ana Mrs Albert W Campbell & True Bldg. Ellsworth, Me.
Ed. V. Price & Co. make to your
Ruth and Helen Fuller
Lorimer, aced 11 months, 3 days.
place for the summer.
Hopkiua
individual measure, and with whatMACOMBER—At Ellsworth. April 12. Mrs
Recitation—Planting Seeds,
Mrs. Mary Franklin will move to BayMary A Macomber, aged 66 years, 8 months,
side this
Evelyn Alexander
ever
summer
to
board at Ivory Solo—Bluebirds
ideas of your own you
Bring to Us Again,
Frazier’s.
wish embodied, a suit for $25 to
Lucy Stevens MERPHY-At Tremont, April 2, Eldcn E
Mrs. Roy Moore and child, of Bar Har- Recitation.Ruth
25
days.
Forsythe
Murphy, aged
$40. guaranteeing the ultimate of
bor, have been spending the week with Recitation.Rena Sargent OBER—At Center, March 9, William A Ober,
Simon Garland.
Song-Happy Easter Day. .Class of eight girls
aged 36 years, 7 months. 27 days.
and service
neatness, style,
Mass.
Mrs
Sarah
ORCUTT—At
5,
Sargent
Recitation..Dorothy
Lynn.
April
A Orcutt, of Bucksport, aged 86 years, 6
Solo—The Bluebirds told The Story,
r
For |8.00 I’ll make you a set of as
Blanche Kingsbury
months. 9 day3.
SUfurtucnuntfl.
truly perfect and natural looking
Dialogue—Our Easter Story.By eight girls ROSS—At East Boston, April 5. Mrs Hugh
Make
now and be
selection
your
teeth as can be produced by dental
Collection
Ross (born Sarah Glass), formerly of Ellsworth. aged 64 years, 11 months, 6 days.
science at any price. My many years
Doxology.Congregation
among the first to
Benediction.Rev. V. F. Hendee SCOTT—At Deer Isle. April 11, Capt John
of experience, splendid office
Three-Button Sack, 495
fashions.
equipScott, aged about 70 years.
ment and |>erfect familiarity with the
WARDWELL—At Bucksport. April 7, Mrs
methods insure my patrons an
latest
A
75
Harriet
Wardwell, aged
MOUTH OK THE RIVER.
years.
unsurpassed dental service and surWORCESTER—At Mariaville. April 13. Joseph
W Worcester, of Bar Harbor, aged 25 years,
prisingly easy methods. Moderate
Mrs. Robert B. Carter, who has been
9 months.

CONTRACT

CARRIAGE OR HARNESS
Direct from the Wholesaler.

thoroughly (equipped Repositories

England,
Carriages, Harnesses,
nishings,
goods

Goods,
prices

Our 2-seated State of Maine

MAIL ORDER

Express Wagon

for S67.50.

DEPT7Ir“ieI£l^
prices.

catalogue

wanting,
Correspondence solicited.

style

fully.

wifi

RUNAB<hlT.

UTTERBACK
Broad

CO.

BROS.

Me.

Bangor,

St.,

—

Delivery Wagons.

Specialty

F'aste^nNT",9t

_

Moses Flowers»

REMEMBER
^ XfJL

FED’K

JLJ

JLTX jJ AmJ 111

MOSES,

Harbor.

fabrics for Spring 1908

Just Look!

—

the

Open

pearl-gray

plaids

Your

over-plaids.
comprehensive
Spring

Photograph

Three different positions

Fifteen for 35cts.

Chicago,
exclusively

~

Half

Cabinet Photos

91.25

blue-gray,

per dozen.

■

■

4363J.

Holtz & Stan wood,

GOING TO HAVE
ARTIFICIAL TEETH?

Something

special

shape

quality.

proclaim Spring

For Thin,
Poor Blood

very

*■ yen

,M"*t

jg

/I

were

Masa.

Wednesday, April

—

that Hyotnei ia' recognized among
scientists as the specific for Oatarrb,
Asthma, Bronchitis and Hay Fever,
hat there are a great many
people
who do not know that Hyomei will

hours.

or

the

cold in leas than 24

But everyone should know that the

c. t. am 9. d. 5..

France,

Bangor, >lo.

57 Main St.,

EUGENE

SIMPSON,

Simpson )
SULLIVAN, MAINE.

(Successor to H. & E.

illness of their

CEMETERY WORK

ELLSWORTH.

quite

ill the

15.

until recently, his family had
About three
his recovery.
months ago Mr. Worcester married Miss
Lena Ladd, of Cranberry Isles, and the
young people made their home in Boston
His
where Mr. Worcester was
health failing, he \%as compelled to give
to
and
come
Maine,
up his work In Boston
went
and on the advice of his
to Mariaville. He failed rapidly. He is
survived by a widow, his widowed mother,
Mrs. Joseph Worcester, of Bar Harbor,
and several brothers and sisters.

although,
hopes of

employed.

physician,

WEST BROOK LIN.
soothing, balmy and antiseptic air of
Maude Willey visited friends at SedgHyomei when breathed over the raw
wick
ana inflamed membrane of the nose
recently.
and throat will
George Carter is working for Roy Allen
instantly allay the Inat
North
Sedgwick.
nammation, and will effeot a prompt
cure.
Herman Whitmore, of Ooeanville, is
Carter.
Complete Hyomei outfit, including visiting bis sister, Mrs. Delia
L. B. Bridges came from Long Island
inhaler, costa only fit at G. A. Parhis
to spend Sunday with
cher a; extra
bottles, if afterwards Saturday
family.
heeded, will cost but 60 cents.
and
daughter, of
Mrs. Benjamin Spear
Joseph M. Harbaugh, Heldredge, North
Brooklin, visited her son, Frank
writes: “I have used your
xveek.
Hyomei in my family for two years or Spear, last
Ralph Willey, who has been keeping
™ore, and find it one of the best ship on a yacht in New London, Conn.,
remedies we ever used for a cold or came home Friday for a month’s visit beaore throat. We find that it
gives fore the yacht goes into commission.
quick relief in cases of catarrh.”
BApril 13.

Semi postal and I will be pleased
to call, show new and artistic

designs

and

give

lowest

Satisfaction guaranteed.

Commission iflrrrtpinta.

prices.
Highest

references.

a

Specialty.

'V

Prompt Returns at Topmarket Prices.
Strictly Commission.

Boston Live Poultry Co.,
77-79 Fulton St.. Boston.

PREMIUM PAID
FOR FANCY HENNERY EGGS.
We charge no commission for selling
Eggs. Ship us your LIVE POULTRY. Prompt returns.
W. H. RUDD & SON CO.,
Mass.
Boston,

THE—

CLARION.

We want YOUR shipments of
VEAXrL.AMBS-POUl.THY & EGGS.
We get top market prices and make
prompt returns.
sure to meet every requirement.
F. I. WESTON CO
COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
NEW FANEUII. HALL MARkET-BOSTON.
Bangor. Sold by
References—Fourth National Bank and all com

Whether it’s
nace—if it is

range or a fura “Clarion”, it is
a

mercial

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth

Main Street.

The manufacturers of La France Shoes
have always made it a study to embody in their
product the latest Parisian styles, combined j'
with the best American workmanship.
They have made it possible for every woman to
have a stylish-appearing, snug-fitting shoe that shows off
her foot to the best advantage, and a comfortable
shoe as well.
The La France Flexible Welt, for example, responds
immediately to all rpotions of the foot, but at the same
time supports it with sufficient firmness.
They are truly elegant shoes, well made, and
serviceable.
We want you to

merits

more

fully

see

them and have their obvious

explained

to you.

agencies.

SHIP YOUR
Potatoes, Onions, Apples, Eggs, Game,
Berries, etc., to
Chapin Bros., Boston, Mass.

MONEY-MAKING farms Maple Sugar and Syrup must be branded with
manufacturer’s name and P. O. address
for sale in Maine, New llampon all packages.
shire and Massachusetts. Send
for all standard varieties of
EDWAR D S FARM Orders solicitedand
>r catalogue.
seed
eating potatoes.
Maine.
Portland,
GENCY,
$ha((fsBtcnal Carb*.

bin

)£AO& fopWOA\E]Vr (
Another £tep in llieRi^lil Direction

Poultry Wanted.

Live

Broilers

in Marble and Granite.

BAR HARBOR.
J. William Worcester, of this town, died
Monday evening at Mariaville, where he
had been for the past few weeks in the
hope of benefiting his health. His death
was caused by tuberculosis, from which
he had been suffering for some time,

Everybody knows, or ought to know,

cough

by

'3trt)crtisrmrol<s.

few

There will be an Easter concert at the
church Sunday afternoon, April 19.
Mrs. Jenness McGown and Mrs. Benjamin Mitchell were in Bangor Monday.
Herman Patten and Lillian Austin, of
East Dedham, are attending school here.
H. F. Maddocks will attend the democratic district convention in Fairfield

Cures Coughs And Colds.

cure a

a

Melvin McGown has been
past week with bronchitis.

H.\!«f VIGOR.
AGUE CURE
CHERRY PECTORAL

In to Minutes
Cures Over Nlglit.

called here

NORTH

We have no aeorets t We publish
the formulas of all our uieUiomas

Hyomel Gives Relief

spending

father, Capt. Cheney Sadler.

w‘>rk it

flyer's

been

Clothing Co.

prices.

better.

wife, have returned home.
Mrs. Philip Dorr, of Bar Harbor, and
Mrs. Henry Frazier, of Winter Harbor,

thlt grand old

Kadabw J.O. Ayer Co., Lowell.
▲lao manufacturer* of

slightly

days at
Bartlett’s Island with George Ray and

mrdlrlna cannot do
the liver i» inactive and the
constipated. Kor the beat possible re•hotild take laxative doaea of Ayer's
*wJU while
taking the Sarsaparilla

!'*

is

who have

You can trust a medicine
tested 60 years! Sixty years
of experience, think of that!
Experience with Ayer’s Sarsaparilla; the original Sarsaparilla; the Sarsaparilla the
doctors endorse for thin blood,
weak nerves, general debility.
Hut

ill,

Mrs. Allen Remick and son Allie, of
Bangor, are visiting at Capt. W. L.
Remick s.
Capt. A. B. Fullerton and Leon E. Swett,

C. L. MORANG,
ELLSWORTH. ME.

I
1UU

WANTED

Ibmb
A

to hear from

owner

GOOD

having

FAR

Tbe Ellsworth American

—

only COUNTY

pap»r

J.

n

Not particular about location.
for sale.
Please give price and description, and reason for selling. State wlien possession can
be had. Will deal with owners only.
L.Dabutsbibb, Box 9M, Rochester, N. Y.

WALSH,
ESMOND
ATTORNEY
AND

COUNSELOR AT LAW.

Offices,

First Xational Bank

Subscribe

Bvilding.
Mains.

Ellsworth,
ror

Thk Amkkican

ELLWWOBTH

Oriental Rug Works. Steam laundry and Bath Rooms.
Beautiful, curly, fluffy Ruga made from old
Woolen, Tapeitry, Brussels or Velvet Carpets.
Carpets Cleaned Clean. Send for circular.

L. L. MORRISON,

SK0WHE6AN, ME.

"NO

PAT, NO WlSIIli"

▲11 kinds of laundry work done at short notion.
Goods called tor and delivered.

H. B. ESTEY Sl CO.,
WEST

END

BRIDGE,

ELLSWORTH MB

H£KU:aK

*

tA'j

/ poet-office*

^ji

tot

<>lMr

#imI do no!
<mw

tv

paper*

*etac« so

not

to

*ti

mun>

oh/v

COUNTY NEWS.

2W)trt(«mtnt«.

attimtsrmcm*.

atrocrtistmouB.

107
Hancock county.
the ('ounty com-

wIjcriher* at

In*

NEWS.

NTY

western

liall is billed for Monday
night at the town hall.
Mrs. Alice Havey has as her guest a
brother from Swan’s Island.
Mr. Crossley, of California, is visiting
his brother, B. C. Cross ley and wife.

masquerade

Rev. llarry Lee leaves for Houlton Tuesday to attend the East Maine conference.
Miss Cassilena Springer returned Friday irom .boston, wnere she has spent the
winter.
Aliases Bunker and Havey are much improved. Z. L. Wilbur is still very ill, to
the regret of his many friends.
Rev. A. B. Lorimei, pf Bangor, and Miss
Craig, of Presque Isle, were in town Wednesday to attend the funeral of their

weei»

of Hancock, and
Charlotte (Gross) Batchelder, of BucksIn early life she was married to the
port.
late Francis Billings, of Sedgwick, and one
daughter by this union survives—Mrs.
Lewis E. Fernald, of East Blackstone,
Mass. Her second husband was the late
Thotnas Tapley, of Belfast, and a daughter—Mrs. Henrietta Lyman, of Hartford,
Conn., survives. Mrs. Tapley moved to
Belfast in 1873, but did not make her perThe
until 1899.
manent home there
!| funeral took place at the Baptist church
3
afternoon
at
o’clock,
Wednesday
Rev. D. H. McQuarrie, pastor, officiating.
<
The remains were taken to North Hancock
for interment.

Theophilus Batchelder,

|
jI:

Allen
;

j

absence of six months.

Harvey and Harris Bunker, who are attending the Higgins classical institute,

j

team.

HANCOCK POINT.
Crattree is repairing his fish weir.

William Gallison and wife have

moved

into their bouse.

Mrs. C. A. Penney has returned
visit to her son in Baugor.

from

a

The friends of Harvey Carter and wife
are glad to hear their little girl is much
better.

Faster concett

COUNTY NEWS.
For Additional
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***

by

illness.

Plans are being made for an
cert at Union church, Sunday

Blaster

con*

evening.

The Baptist sewing circle will meet with
Mrs. Thomas Fennelly Thursday evening.

J. H. Branscom is haring
added to his stable, which is
provement.

a
a

the

Methodist church
19.

yet.

GOTT’S ISLAND.
William H. Harding has
sick list for a week.

ventilator
great im*

been

on

the

Mrs. Edwin M. Joyce is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Lovina Moore.
The Congregational society will meet
Rev. N. F. Atwood, of West Tremont,
with Mrs. Albert Reynolds Tuesday after; preached here Monday evening, April 8.
noon.
Mrs.
N. B. Trask, of Atlantic, with her
I
Mrs. Elva Stanley is spending a few daughter Marion and son Lelana, is visitdays with her daughter, Mrs. Rena Stan- ing at Mrs. Charles Harding's.
ley Fernald.
Mrs. L. S. Trask has been spending a
Friends here of Herbert Page were few
days with her daughter, Mrs. Frank
grieved to hear of his sudden death at !
of

rheumatism.
Dr. A. E.

NORTH SULLIVAN.
Leonard White is very ill.
OliveT Newman and Harold

R.
WEST FRANK UN.

Gordon

from Wilton

j

PARTRIDGE

Ralph T. Young
couple of days last

COVE.

Small

insane ward of the prison, and it is understood the indictment w ill be placed on
file. Smith was serving a life sentence for
the triple murder at Bucksport on the
night of Oct. 13, 1876.

at the

Bangor
hospital Wednesday.
D. A Morrison, of Bar Harbor, spent
Sunday with relatives here.
Mrs. Henry Young has been visiting

Much

Harbor a
week on business.
William
KeJlen went to
Ellsworth
Monday to work for Charles H. Curtis.
Mrs. Herman Sinclair, of Ellsworth, was
the guest of Mrs. Reuel McFarland last
was

in

Bar

NORTH FRANKLIN.
School begins to-day, taught by Mr.
{
Wass, of Steuben.
The Georges pond puoils will be conveyed to this district by Alonzo Wilbur.
week.
N. R. Collar returns to Watervilie toj
Edgar Springer has moved bis family to
day, after spending a week with bis famNortheast Harbor, where he will be emily here.
the summer.
Henry Jellison and wife are at home ! ployed through

Hollis

Linscott,

who has been

em-

!

T.

•

quite ill.

iaout again.
I1 rank Miles and wife, of Gardiner, have
been visiting friends here.
Mrs. Laura Sinclair, with little son, is
visiting her parents, A. E. Tracy and w ife.
A. E. Foren, wife and daughter Eva
bave gone to Portland, where Mr. Foren
bas

employment.

Mrs. Claude Willard, who has been
with her daughter, Mrs. Miles, in Gardiner, is now visiting her parents here.
Sumac.
April 9.

w’as

April

13.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
is in Boston on business.

Joseph Judkins

A son was born to
wife April 7.

Stephen Stanley

and

Lewis Judkins has had his little steamer
Mona, which was damaged last year by
The

work

done

was

Mountainville by Nathan Eaton.

Allen, of Stonington,
gine in her.

for H. E.
and wife, who recently lost an
infant son from heart disease.
Miss Eva Norton successfully underwent an
for appendicitis at the
Eastern Maine general hospital Wednes-

expressed

operation

day.
Grindstone lodge of Odd Fellows will
work the second degree upon two candidates Friday evening. A banquet will
follow.
Rev. Mr. Holies, of Bar Harbor, will
deliver the memorial address before the
members of Grindstone lodge, I. o. O. F.,
Sunday morning, April *J6.
April 13.
e.

GOULDSBORO.

The presiding elder, Rev. H. B. Haskell,
held the last quarterly conference Monday evening in the Methodist church

tire, repaired.

sympathy is

Harrington

is

putting

at

Frank
the

en-

H.

April 10.

William Guptill is very ill.
Little Alice Mitchell is ill with measles.
N. H. Sowle leaves to-morrow for Hall

Quarry

to work.

Mrs. Maud Leighton is visiting her husband’s mother, Mrs. Mary Spurling.
School in the lower district commences
to-day, taught by Miss Bertha Moore.
Preparations are being made for an

SDfurtfitmntte.

Drusilla

G.

Tapley died at

her
been
had

borne in Belfast April 6.
She had
alightly ill for a few' days, but
•o
warning of the approach of death,
which came instantly as she was sitting in
•

chair.

The deceased

was

born in

Water-

vilie, Jan. 14, 1836, the daughter of

Rev.

A Common Mistake.

Many

*

women mistake kidney and bladder
some irregularity peculiar to the

ftroebles for

an. Foley’s Kidney Remedy corrects irregularities and makes women well. Miss Carrie
Harden, Bowling Green, Ky., writes: “I suffered much pain from kidney and bladder
toresble until I started to use Foley
Kidney
Remedy. The first bottle gave me great relief,
and after taking the second bottle I wa*
well.
G.
A.
Pauchsh.
entirely
.-

Heath
is teachin.
school at South SealTh?
**

Bar lUrhe,
the nwiZ'
ln*

Kev. Mr Baird held services at
St. J.me,
Sunday afternoon. Holy communion

10.30*"
TueS

vice will bo held there

April 28 at
Flora, little daughter of Henrv ’How.m
and wife, fell down the stairs
morning. She was unconscious for aim,;
time, and received a alight concussion
the brain.

$

April 13.

jj

TREMONT.
School commenced April 8, tau'hi k.
Miss Stanley, of Center,' who i,
tv»rdinw*
with Mrs. Sidney J. Wallace.
Miss Lida Kummill. of West Tremont
wh<t is tesching st Bernard, is hoarding
*
with her aunt, Mrs. Sidney
Walla,*.
Mra. C. N. Norwood has gone to Bernard
to keep house for her aisU r. Mra
Unda
Mitchell, who went to Rockland Mondav
for a few days' visit with her aon. Willi.™

served.

April

\

The effect of Scoff’s Emulsion
pale children is magical.
It makes them

plump,

rosy,

Pembroke,

was

in tow

Avery's

active, happy.

rt»n,

n

business last week.
Miss Elsie Howard, of Castine, is the
guest of Mrs. William Stevens.

Capt. George A. Stevens has purchased a
driving horse of Harry Stover.
Mrs. Harry M. Tapley and son Emery
are visiting Mrs. Tapley’b mother iu Banfine

coming

year.

Bartlett is harine his house, the
"Bay View", put in first class order,
having {dumbing done for hot .nd cold
water; alao a tine bath-room tlnished.
April 13.
Thelma.
Abel

NORTH DEER ISLE.
Mrs. Nancy Whitmore returned to Cam-

1

j

den

Wednesday.

Harold Hardy will leave (or Tiverton,
R. 1., Monday to Join his yacht.
Mrs. Montford Haskell and children are
in Stonington this week, on the schooner
Susan N.
Pickering, while she is loading
stone for New York.

April

13.

H.

2tbfTtiBn..cma

X

Dr.Eorl S. Sloon, Boston Mass. U. S./
I

KINEO RANGES

Improvement

Work Well,

BAR HARBOR.
Miss Jessie H. Foster and Fuller Foster
have returned from Pasadena, Cal., where
they have been for the past year and a
half with Miss Foster’s brother, Frank’D;
Foster, formerly a resident of Bar Harbor!
Mrs. d. T. Hinch, who has been in New
York with her daughter, Miss Frances
Foster, returned to Bar Harbor wTth them

Itching piles provoke profanity, but profanity won’t cure them. Doan’s Ointment
cures itching, bleeding or
protruding piles
after years of suffering. At any drug store—
Advt.

back the

for Croup. Quincy Sore Throat. I
Bronchitis. Asthma, Pain in Chest or
Lungs this liniment is unsurpassed*
Sloans Liniment is indispensable
when travelling because it is
penetrating, warming, soothing,
healing and antiseptic.
Price 25t,50t tHOO

_

on

rock.

Rev. N. F. Atwood is in Houlton attending the conference. All hope to sec him

Lirvinveivt

on

gor.
Schooner Clinton, Capt. Ed. Lord, has
arrived from Rockland with a general car
go for O. L. Tapley.
Easter Sunday will be observed at the
Congregational church. The children will
give a concert in the evening.

Kix.

WEST TREMONT.
L. W. Humitl spent Friday and Saturday
in Bar Harbor and Ellsworth on
business
Ashbury Lopaus and Will Clark, Jr. left
to
work
for
W.
A.
Tuesday
Clark, sr st

used as a gargle and applied
the outside of Ihe throat reducesm
the swelling and gives instanl relief?
relief^S

society met
last Thursday evening. It was decided to
discontinue meetings for the summer.
April 13.
Tombon.

It contains Cod Liver Oil, Hypophosphites
and Glycerine, to nuke fat, blood and bone,
and so put together that it is easily digested
by little folk.
ALL DRUGGISTS; BOO. AND Sl.OO.

of

,

I

WEST BROOKSVILLE.

Campbell,

romm",

is swelling and inflammation of ,
the glands at the side of the throat.

sank, with aDout fifteen bushels of dams.
The young man started to swim to the
steamer, about one hundred yards distant,
but was seen by James
Covey, who
hastened to his rescue, probably
saving
his life.
April 13.

Mr.

8.

Tonsilitis

Miss Ethel Reynolds, who has been
spending her vacation at home, returned
Saturday to Mexico, where she will continue teaching.
While boating clams to the steamer
Clarence B. Mitchell, lying at the mouth of
Jordan s river. Earland Springer’s boat

The Mutual

NORTH HANCOCK.
Mrs.

engine

Mrs. George
William Hanna have also
flinch parties, and there

were

Bar

iD

A Chance to wv« M.itiry.
There is not the slightest reason why
you should not feel well and strong. That
great free offer of Dr. Greene's is proving
Clarence Hopkins, of Trenton, is em- the beat friend that weak and delicate
at O. B. Knowles’ in place of Ames people ever had. A letter sent to him at
ployedwho
went to Greenville last week.
Ells,
his office, 34 Temple Place, Boston, Maas.,
Galen, little son of Mr*. Bernice Phillips, telling the symptoms you are suffering
of Bangor, is very ill at the home of Mrs.
Phillips' father, j. Lee Fogg, where she is from, will be immediately answered by
the Doctor, describing your complaint
visiting.
Quite a number of our young people have minutely, and making you understand
returned home this week. Charles Kitperfectly just what aila you. And all this
tredge, Marian Kittredge, Liston Mavo, costs
you notbiag. You don't have to
George Hay ties from Waltham, Mass.; also
R. »*. Haynes, who went South for hn leave your home and you don't have to
health, and Eugene Haynes, from Onawa pay any doctor’s fees to learn “xactly
lake, where he has been in the wools [he what your
complaint is, and how to get
past winter.
well and strong, from L>r. Greene, the
April 13.
M.
greatest living specialist in curing nervous
SEAL COVE.
and chronic diseases. The Doctor makes
is
George Kellay
employed at Hall a specialty of caring patients through his
Quarry.
great system of letter correspondence, and
Fred Waterhouse, of Portland, is visiting
is having wonderful success. Thousands
his uncle, Harlan Murphy.
of weak, delicate men and women are
Leon Whaling, of Sullivan, is visiting
his uncle, Boland Ashley.
writing him about their complaints and
Mrs. Eugene Murphy and little son. of are being permanently cured. It was he
Trenton, are visiting Harlsu Murphy and who discovered tha: world-rcuo.vned cur*
wife.
a*ive, Dr. Green’s Nervura ..lood and
Miss Wavie Latty, who spent the winter nerve
remedy. Write the Doc iur at once
at home, has returned to Bar Harbor
and sc« w hat he says ab.»ui your comwhere she is employed.
The dam-canning season is about plaint. It will probably be lue means of
dosing, after a successful winter. W. J. your getting back your health.

lumber.

WEST HANCOCK.

and cake
and Mrs.

Ow,-.

h“ gone to

Haves, a machinist of
town hridav,
repairing
at Sidney Bracya.

SVE8T EDEN.
Mr*. E. F. Burn* pleasantly entertained
the V. 1. society Thursday afternoon.
Charle* Phillips and wife, of Bangor, are
at J. Lee Fogg’*, called here by the illness
of their little grandson.

Wednesday.
Rngene Butler went to I ar Harbor
Friends here of W. A. Havey, of FrankThursday.
LAMOINE.
The eight-months old child of Ralph lin, regret to learn of his illness.
relatives at South Goulds boro.
Arrangements are being made (or an
Onias Springer is home from Boston on
Bowley and wite died Monday night from
Easter
concert.
Mrs. Clara Crane went to the hospital at
the effects of whooping cough.
business. He expects to return to Boston
Miss Mabel-Young, cf Pangor, is visitBangor Tuesday for surgical treatment.
Willis Bonsey is in poor health. All in a few days.
M. J. Harmon, of Castine, engineer at ing relatives in town.
Friends of Frank G. Robinson, of Lynn,
hope that the warm dajs of summer will
Mrs. F. L Hodgkins has gone to Boston
restore him to his former good health.
Mass., regret to learn that he is very ill, at the pumping station, arrived Thuisday for
for a few weeks’ visit.
the summer.
The sawing of spool bars at the mill was the City hospital in Boston. Last reports
Miss Izetta Heed, who has spent several
were
C.
H.
he
Davis
has
a
crew
that
was more comfortable.
of men at
finished last week. They are now sawing
Capt.
work on the nteamer Ladoga, getting ner in
weeks ai W. K. Salisbury's, has returned
staves and w ill soon begin sawing long
>].
April 13.
readiness for summer.
to Ellsworth Falls.
came

have been

Fwas in

April

The Congregational sewing circle met
Tuesday with Mrs. Florence Clark. .Vs
this was the first time Mrs. Clark had entertained the circle, the members were out
in good force, comfortably filling the
double parlors. Mrs. Hannah Holden, of
Brooklyn, who is visiting Mrs. William
Lawton, was a welcome guest and gave
valuable bints on needlework.
The V. W. C. T. U. held its annual meeting Thursday evening at the borne of Miss
Kathie Freeman.
Two new members
joined the society. A pleasing programme
was given.
Officers elected were:
President, Miss Marion Sawyer; first vicepresident, Miss Katherine Freeman; recording secretary, Miss Flora Gilley;
treasurer, Miss Mildred Savage.
Spray.
April 13.

Miss Mildred Raimdell, who has been
a few weeks with her sister, Mrs.
spending
Florence \oung, returned to Addison Saturday.
Miss Addie Guptill, who has been spending her vacation at home, returns to
Waterville Tuesday to resume her studies
at the Coburn classical institute.
JEX.
April 13.

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Jack Frazier and wife spent a few days
in town last week.
G. W. Jordan has been confined to the
bouse two weeks

in

Sunday evening, April

other page*

Henry French, of Oakland, who w as in
Manchester,
McKinley, who is ill.
Hallowell.
h>vn a few days last week returned SaturChips.
April ll.
day, his mother, Mrs. Ruth French,
and
Johnson
Miss
Milton Clifford, of Bangor, will comJohnson,
George
Inga
WALTHAM.
accompanying him.
who have spent the winter with relatives
mence work on his cottage at the Point
Mrs. Edgar Gay, who spent a week with soon.
in Norway, returned home Saturday.
Miss Julia Rankin has gone to Corea to
Mar parents recently at West Sullivan, is
Miss Ethel Reed entertained a few teach.
Marguerite Ball has returned home
at home. Mrs. Lottie Gay w as her guest a
The infant son of Philip Giles and wife
Medfleld, Mass., where she has been em- of her friends Tuesday evening before gotarn days last week.
ing to Trenton to teach the spring term of is quite ill.
ployed the past winter.
school.
John W. Blaisdett was in Bangor on
Mrs. Stephen Jordan, who has been ill
Livonia Phillips is at home from Southtioainnws Monday. Mrs. Caddie Blaisdell, west
S. Parker and Albert Jacobson, with tonsilitis, is improving.
where she spent the winter
George
Mrs. Lottie Bunker, Mrs. C. J. Watson, with Harbor,
w
of
Mt.
are
for
her uncle. Dr. Dana Phillips.
Hodgdon &
Desert,
orking
Ada and Arwilda Jordan have gone to
Mrs. Lassie Bunker and Miss Mabel
Arthur Loaoder came home from Bos- Lamson. At present they are bnilding an Seal Harbor to join their father, who has
were
Donnell
over
to
hear Madam
addition on the Clark cottage, Harborside.
ton
last
week.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
there.
Lounder
are
employment
Hchumann-Heink.
Two helpful and interesting sermons
the parents of a baby girl, born April 10.
The net receipts of Companion court
B.
April 13.
were delivered by Mr. Shackledon, of the
C. A. Penney shot two wild geese. One
Sunbeam, I. O. F., from the fair and
Bangor seminary, Sunday, at Union danoe were |85, instead of $5. as stated in
was but slightly wounded in the wing,
EAST FRANKLIN.
church. D. I. Patch will preach next Sun- last week’s issue.
i and is now as smart as ever. Mr.
Penney day.
Mias Eva Springer has gone to South- j will try to domesticate it.
H.
April 13.
Mrs. M. M. Babbidge, who spent the j
weet Harbor to teach.
I April 13.
E.
winter with her sister, Mrs. N. Higgins,
BUCKSPORT.
Reginald Joy had his huger taken off at |
visited
Mrs.
at Town Hill,
J. H. Branscom
EASTBROOK.
'Wiiirea Gordon’s chopping tee.
Mrs. Harriet A. Wardwell died at the
over
Thursday, leaving Friday for her
Francis Wilbur and wife are visiting home in Stonington. She
The friends here of Rev. and Mrs. Lorireports a I home of her daughter, Mrs. Sewell L.
1 Mrs.
Calista Wilbur.
■rer sympathize with them in the loss of ;
and
comfortable
;
winter
in
Heywood,
Tuesday, April 7, after an illthe
pleasant
Mrs. Wardwell waa
-'their child.
i Herbert Piper, a young man who has North, after the past five winters in j neaa of one year.
She leaves one
been
Florida.
seventy-five
years old.
for
several
flgnting consumption
Schools open April 13. Miss Buzzell 1
S. Wardwell, of Bluehill, and
died
Sunday afternoon. He
The Kindergarten sewing society met ; son, Eugene
teaches the grammar, and Mrs. Florence years,
two
Mrs.
H.
S.
leaves a father, mother, three sisters and
of MorDutton,
daughters,
Thursday evening with Mrs. E. R. Reed. j ristown,
flfeffinger the primary.
X. J.,
and
Mrs.
two brothers; also an aged grandfather, There was a
Heywood,
attendance and a very
Be building which has stood so long whom
good
of
this
with
whom
he has cared
she has
town,
for, for several pleasant evemii^ was well
OS me land of G. H. Rutter and G. H.
spent sewing made her home for the past twenty years.
One brother is in Arecibo, Porto tor a most
worthy object. Next ThursWelch between the two bridges has been years.
Rico, and the other one cared for him in day evening the
Neal Dow Brooks, of Gray, who killed
will meet with
society
neoved by John Wentworth.
the last of his illness. His oldest sister,
Edward M. Smith, the Bucksport murMrs. Austin Reynolds. All are invited.
Word comes from day to day from Mrs. who has always kept house for him and
derer, while contlned for observation in
N. F.
April 13.
JL H. Patten, who is at Portland hospital her grandfather was also with him. He
the insane ward of the State prison at
with her son Clarence, that he is getti ng was a member of Greenwood grange.
Thomaston Jan. 10, has been indicted ior
WINTER HARBOR.
along as well as can be expected, but is
murder.
Brooks is still contlned to the
13.
Gem.
April
Mrs. P. G. Torrey remains quite ill with
mable to return home

from Houlton, where they
ployed the past year.
April 13.

of

«

bor.

Springer,

j

Mrs. H. F. Day, widow of a farmer Baplist pastor here, was a recent guest of Mrs.
tfiflle Macomber.
Theodore Bunker, assistant station ag>nt
•-at Bingham, i9 at home for a vacation,

Ch ’e’er,

Louise

N.

scalloping

SOUND.

is now in charge of the primary school in
th> Freeman school house, and Misa Eva
is at Norwood’s Cove. Mrs.
Maud Trask is at the Freeman grammar,
and the sisters McGee are again in charge
of the Manset school.

1

jI

•the winter.

April II.

mon«,Wtl
0n*T **<

The grip is prevalent.
William Dodge is employed at Seal H..
",r‘

given enjoyable
are more to follow.
Miss Annie Holmes, who taught the
fall and winter terms at Norwood's Cove,

B.

11.

Miss

spring term
April 13.

lodge will entertain j
23.
A good pro- j
A part of the I
preparation. the
Northeast
by

Gilley

Miss Susie Swan is at home frem
.Middleboro, Mass., where she has spent

April

IWuEEFV*

w.l?r".rtte.^.nn5‘k™

gramme is in
music will be furnished
Harbor lodge.

cream

_

members of the baseball

I,

M i«s Sadie Carver
Harbor.

at her home here.

on

and

average, 2

Very interesting meetings have been j
carried on at the White church, Manset.
for the past two weeks, the pastor. Rev.
Mr. Thoms, being ably assisted by the
evangelists, Miss Edwards and Miss
Kitchen.
Miss Alice J. Dolliver entertained a
party of friends at flinca in the banquet
Mrs. Mitchell will
hall Friday evening. It was one of the B. Mitchell.
pleasantest parties of the season. Ice physician for throat trouble.

was given under the auspices of
the ladies’ aic society Friday evening at
the town hall, drawing a full house.
Mrs. C. J. Watson, as “Bridget”, impersonated her part to perfection, proving a
float in lierseii. Mrs. Lottie Bunker as
“Margaret”, Mrs. Minnie McKenzie as
Mrs. Eveline
Clough as
44Uretchen”,
•“Martha”, Miss Myrtle Scaramon as
“Abbie” were tine in their parts, and the
their equals.
Fred,
ffentlemen were
tfrank and Lloyd Blaisdell (Fred, “Pat'
and “Jacob respectively) deserve special
trio.
mention in their rendition of a
Ivory Butler as “Asa” and Callie Dyer
■MB “Nathaniel” were efficient aids in making the performance a distinct success. A
repetition is arranged tor next Wednesday
•evening. Mrs. H. F. Collins was accom-

-.are

Career

HCJ»riee

Rowena Rebekah

operetta,

an

JOOioal'J
wSek, employing morei£?“°?V0l

a

trip.

the convention

j
!

Miss Marion Porttr, of
Bangor, will
teach the grammar school, and Miss Caswilena Springer the primary grade in district 2, spring term.
The funeral of the infant son of Rev.
Ju W. Lorimer and w ife took place at the
Baptist parsonage Wednesday afternoon.
Rev. P. A. A. Killaui. of Ellsworth, officiating, The afflicted parents have the sympathy of all.
humorous
The “Spinsters
club5', a

alter

clams

supplied the

This meant pood
diggers.
business lor thoae
employed.
April 11.

Archie Mains, a student at Bates college
and classmate of Miss Annie Clark, spent a
few days recently at Willow Field cottage,
the guest of Clare Clark and w ife.

nephew.

13.

who has

on an

An Easter concert will be held at the
Easter Sunday
church
morning, and at the Methodist church in
the evening.
Mr. Wight, of California, largely interested in sheep-raising in that statt.has
been here for several days, the guest of
George R. Fuller.
Maud
Miss Ada Wilbur and Miss
Buffington, of Fall River, Mass., sister and
niece of Mrs. George R. Fuller, spent last

l»«D.

panist.
April

Harper,

Harbor
Southwest
transported,

other payee.

Congregational

FRANKLIN.
Mrs. Emma Morgan, of Ellsworth, is in
A

e*e

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Alvah Rwi. ol Newport, formerly of
Nortbeut Harbor, waa in town Friday on
busineaa.
Much sympathy is felt here for Mrs.
Beatrice Page in her recent bereavement,
the death of her husband, Herbert Page.
Miss Annie Clark left here last week to
teach in Burnham. Miss Lula Mtyo has
returned to Island Falls to resume her
school work.
M. H. Mason, who spent the winter in
Arizona, returned to Southwest Harbor
last week, considerably benefltted- by his

The AMERIprinted in

paper
40wncock county, and ha* never claimed to
is
Ike
it
Out
only pap^r f kal can prop
*•,
be called a County paper; all th»
imt arc merely local paper* The circulaThe American, ‘mrring tke Bar
ticHarbor Uecord’» numvier list, is larger
Hkan that of all the other papers printed
4n Hancock county

You

County Xette.

lbr Additional

F.

B.

Bake

Well,

Look

Well.

AIKEN,
ELLSWORTH,

NOYE8 &

I UTTER

Agent,

MAINE.

Mfg. Co.

Bangor, Maine.

ploy me Dt for the

summer with his brother
Everett at the Keener farm.
George A. Grindle leaves to-day for New
York to Join a yacht.
Frank Webster, deck bsnd on the steambluehill.
er Tremont, is at home for a short stay.
In Brooklin.
Morse is teaching
Mrs Fred F. Wardwell, with her son
V*
U iU with typhoid
A. Maddoak*
Harry, is visiting relatives in Penobscot.
Capti George Dunbar, of Oregon, is havBillings entertained triends ing some repairs
put upon his house here.
4>
David Dodge is doing tne work.
irtO-vesf P*rt>’ APril
nd hss gone to
Towns;
Miss Helen M. Dunbar came last week
\oertrnde tor ihe sesson.
from Chelsea, Mass., to spend the Easter
Harbbr
last week in recess with her
!
parents, Samuel Dunbar
T Hinckley spent
and wife.
witb her daughter, Mrs. Dsy.
1
was held
teachers
of
There
will
no
be
.m nation
preaching at Bethany
superintendent of chapel next Sunday, owing to the absence
of the pastor, Rev. W. A. Hanscom, who
\V. Hinckley is home from is attending conference in Houlton.
f:*s l-n>
where she has been
Daniel Webster returned Friday from
aboro, -us-"*Bangor, where he went to receive treatlor two years.
ment
for a cancer on his lip. His friends
in
I'sotis! circle was entertained
Thursday, by some of the hope for a permanent recovery.

."adirt
,,

.a

c. E. held

a

April

social in the

vestry Tuesday evening,
lor rational
was well attended and much

f\-

given in the CongregaThursday evening in
H. McBride and «ife.
A good numoccasion.
a pleasant
M.nded. Refreshments were served.
was
Mrs. L. J.
committee
"S n
A.
Mrs. H. E. Morton and Mrs.
was

nsrsciiagc
W.

JTEte"

...
entertainment was given in the
“L-y Saturday evening, consisting of
f": and music. The proceeds were
association.
house, which was put up
Tbe Brooks
on the outside, is
•t rear and completed
finished on the inside. Mr. Brooks
been at the Pendlehave
d bis daughter
or two.

Jesse Gray and son Jasper are working
South Brookaville for L. F. Gray.
Orlando Howard and family moved to
Dark Harbor, Wednesday, for the season.
Mrs. Emma Gray is visiting her daughter, Mrs. A. A. Cushing, in Manchester,
Mass.
Mrs. Augusta I)yer? of Belfast, spent a
few days last week with her parents, B. R.

..

„

house for

a

week

death of Herbert Gray occurred
niter sad circumstances Sunday evening,
Mr. Gray bad been 111 for some
during which he had been
/.with fever, nurse
left the room for a
i.-ious The
evening, and be
“'minutes Sunday
ran to a well a
«hed through a window,
and
threw himself
art distant*- away,
for him at
made
w as at once
Search
snd after some
he mill and other places,
was found in
the well,
bii body
feet. Mr.
rhich has a depth of eighteen
man
actively engaged
was a voung
He
had owned
business.
lumber
the
The

fme

The schooner Lincoln, Capt. Wood, has
pulp wood for Yarmouth, and ia
to sail. She is the first vessel to
start this spring.
S.
April 13.

a-'£*>‘4

Growth of Telephone Company.
The annual report of the American Telephone A Telegraph Co., which has just
been issued, President Theodore N. Vail
gives some interesting figures of the telephone ‘business.
The business has shown constant gain
during the year, and at the close there
were 3,839,000 stations connected to the
system, with a total of 8,610,592 miles of
wire. The total number of exchange and
toll calls for the year was about 5,997,000,000. During the year $52,921,400 was added
to construction, and in the past eight
years 1351,835,655 has been so added.

j

Plenty

W. M. Shaw left for his home in Greenville Saturday.

a

George

horse of F.

Snow

has

P. Mason.

purchased

O. A. Dorr has moved to Bar
where he has employment.

a

work-

ELLSWORTH.

loaded

cf

j

forget it,

Von know what

Trouble

is caused by stagnation of the liver and
bowels. To get rid of it and headache
and biliousness and the poison that brings
jaundice, take Dr. King’s New Life Pills,
tbe reliable
that do the w'ork
without grinding or griping. 25c. at E. G.
Moore’s drug store.

Harbor,

rI^HE Sullivan Harbor Water Company, a
X corporation organ iz d and existing uiadcr a private and special act of the legislature or the State of Maine for the year 1993;
M trch 25, 1008, acting under and by
approved
virtue of its said spe ial act of incorp >r >tioar
aud any other powers it thereto enabling,
hereby alvei public notice that for any and
all of ths purpose? of said water company, it
has taken and does hereby take, cert tin property in the town of Sullivan, Hancock county*.
Maine, particularly described as follows. Ur*
wit:
Beginning at an iron bolt on the easterly
Ride of Long Pond, and near the outlet thereof;
thence running b. 87 deg. 18 min. W., 83.14
to an iron bolt in a point of rock,
extending
into said Long Pond; thence on the same
course, viz, 8. 87 deg. 13 min. W., 65.05 ft. ts>
an iron bolt on the western shore of said Look
Pond; thence ot the same course, viz., 8.81
deg. 18 min. W., 72 ft., to a stone pest; thence
S. H deg. 07 rain. W., 100.76 ft., to a stone
thence north 20 deg. 27 min. E. 55 0 It., to m
s.one post; thence N. 83 deg
53 min E. 01.37
It., to a stone post; thence N. 8 deg. 22 min. B.
197 46 ft to a stune posi; thence N. 29 deg. 01
min. W., 29 63 ft., more or less, to the division
line between land of W. O. kmery aud A. 8Gray, and land of Henry L. Abbot; thenceozz
the same course, viz., N. 29 deg. 07 min. W.,
117.18 ft, more or less to a stone post; thence
south 72 deg. 4H min W. 616.52 ft. to a stonepofet; thence 8. 83 deg. 18 min. W. 100.08 fL, to
a
stone post; thence N. 70 deg. 32 min. W.
541.81 ft. to a stone post; thence 8. 82 deg. 18
min. W. 168.81 ft., to a stone post; thenceBflE
de«. 03 min. W. 42..41 ft., to a stone post;,
thence 8. 30 deg. 43 min. W. 175.75 ft., ton
stone post; thence 8. 15 deg. 63 min. W. 19435
ft to a stone post; thence 8. 32 deg. 28 mixa.
W. 260.46 ft, to a stone post, thence 8. Oder53 min. E. 338.09 ft., to a stone post; thence R.
33 deg. (4 min. W. 204 08 ft., to a stone post,,
near the northern end of Round Pond Heath;
thence 8 47 deg. 16 min. W. 428.57 ft. to a stone
post; theuce 8. 67 deg. 4* min W. 1091.33 fL, to
a
stone post,
near the southern end of said
Round Pond Heath: thence N. 89 deg. 41 min.
W. 553.78 ft., to u stone post; thence 8. 69 deg.
29 rain. W. 617.42 ft. to a stone
post; thenceS.
32 deg. 17 min. W. 323 56 ft., to a stone
posi;
thence 8. 51 deg. S9 min. W. 222.54 ft. to a stone
PO*t; thence 8. 70 deg. 24 min. W. 219.88 ft.r
more or less, to the division line between land
of said W. O. Emery and said A. 8. Gray and
land of Dwight Braman or others; thence on
the same course viz, 8. 70 deg 24 min. W.,
316.34 ft, more or Jess, to the center of tbe
Round Pond Roid, so called; it being alsd tbe
division line between land of said Braman oe
others, and land of Eugene Simpson; thence
on the same course, viz., 8.70 deg. 24 min. W.*
S79.25ft.. to a stone post; thence 8. 56 deg. 49
rain. W. 75 62 ft. more or less, to the center oi
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steam saw milt for some years.
matt of industry and good habits,
wile ( born Mias Ruby Day) on
e leaves a
most heavily. She is
horn tilts loss (alls
It with tiro -mall children. He leaves
James
Gray snd wife,
Iso his parents
All bsvc the
s sister.
re brothers and
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by ul the community.
d run
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Dyer and wife.
Percy Clifford has moved his family into |
bis father's house, and will rent his to
Oliver Gray, who will move in before
May 1.
David Dyer has bought a nineteen foot
boat of H. D. Crie, of Castine, and is installing a two and one-half horse-power
engine.
April 11._G.

ril'r

COUNTY SUPPLY

week.

at

"hesthletii

Famed fonts Smooth Castings

SURRY.

Manford Gray is finishing his house and
will occupy it the coming summer.

toM
.Herrick.

other payts

There was an Easter concert in the Baptist church Sunday evening.
It is reported the hurricane deck was
washed off the sunken steamer Percy V.
in the gale Sunday.
Mrs. Woodbury and her sister, Mrs.
West, who have been living in the Billling ton house, moved to Biuebill last

L.

HARBOR8IDE.
Thomas Grey is working at Castine.
Gladys Black will go to Fox Islands next
week to teach.
George Dyer and wife, of Islesboro, visited B. R. Dyer Sunday.
Charles Crockett is making repairs on
the schoolhousc in district No. 8.

It

rpeection

“

13.

irr

SUNSET.

‘,hle«t
‘"•.dlie
Wg jJJ.ijouldriek,

society.

County <V«wi

Mortice Small has gone to Winter Harbor to teach.
Mr*. Agnes Haskell is keeping house for
Richard Kuowlton.
Charles Hasaell has gone to Marblehead,
Mass., to ship on a yacht.
Walter and Philip Small are painting
the schoolhouse at North Deer Isle.
Mrs. Eliza Sylvester and Miss Dorothy
Eaton, who have been ill, are much better.
Capt. E. Colby and son Miller, of
schooner Daybreak, have gone to Belfast
with their first catch of fish of the season.
E.
April 10.
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of the

Sbbtttitrauntt,

COUNTY NEWS.
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the loved ones at home.
H. Blaisdell, of Waterville, visited
week.
few
last
here
a
relatives
31.
days
April 13.
Herbert Robinson is building n bungaNo letter you may
Clanking.
or
CAST1NE.
I low near the residence of bis father.
Miss Bernice Mason went to Bangor
Miss Fannie Morey and Richard Morey, |
Monday to enter a millinery college.
Df Boston, are here for a few days.
can convey the thrill that
you may
Harold Parker is working for W. M.
John Littlefield last week visited his
Littlefield and wife.
Shaw running the electric light plant.
Stephen
parents.
H. F. Webb, of Portland, was in town
William T. Hooper and wife left last
is w haryour money will earn if
comes with
your voice.
week lora few (lays’ vacation in Portland. ;; Wednesday to see about having an exteninvested ‘n shares of the
built on his cottage.
sion
Charles Wood, of Wood & Ewer, Ran- j
here with his parents.
Elmer Crowley, who has been here sevcor, spent Sunday
You know how you feel when you hear
Misa Amy Witherle has returned, after 1 eral months in the employ of W. M. Shaw,
several days In Boston and vi- J has finished his work and gone to Greenspending
ville.
clnity.
the voices of your wife and
and
A NEW 8EKIE9
William Wilt and wife left Monday for
Curtis Stevens and bis daughter, Mrs.
make an it now
open. Shares* 91 ew'h; monthly payAlexander, are in Portland for several : Brunswick, where Mrs. Wilt will
extended visit, after which she will go to !
weeks.
ments* SI per share*
her home in New Brunswick. Mr. Wilt
feed .at
you know how
yours.
Henry Gardner made a trip last week to will remain here this summer in the emwhere
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erection of a large smoke-stack.
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Ashley R. Hooper arrived home last
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Bankrupt,
Preaching servive was held here SunKilled by a Fall.
day morning by Rev. Mr. McPbeters, of To the. Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the DisDixwentto Gardner,
and the.e,
McPheters will preach i trict court of the United States for the Dis- i Ea8T Bluhhill. April 20 fsnecian— I on Wednesday last, be.Mass.,
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printed
newspaper
April 13.
county of Hancock, aud State of Maine,
And whereas, the conditions of said mort- the upper end of said Rouud Pond Heath;
and that all known creditors, and other
I in
said
district, respectfully represents, trict,
said gage have been broken, now therefore. I, ; thence N 33 deg 04 min. E. 189 92 ft., to a stone
persons in interest, may appear at the
DEER ISLE.
that on the 1st day of February, last past,
I. Hodgkins, aforesaid, claim a fore- ; post; ther.ce N. C deg. .*3 min.W 337.91 ft., to a
•Sarah
if
show
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they
and
any
lime
place,
sh" was duly adjudged bankrupt under the
of said mortgage and give this notice ! stone post; thence N 82 deg. 28 min. E. 26544
why the prayer of said petitioner should closure
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relating to bankruptcy; that have,
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Sarah I. Hodgkins,
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Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
Hancock county. Maine, by his mortcreed by the caurt to have a full discharge
evening.
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, gage deed, dated the first day of June, a. d. ft. to a stone pc st; Hence N. 72 deg 4s min. K.
is a much better
from all debts provable against her estate Judge
640.24 ft,, to a stone post; thence H. 29 deg. t?
at Portland, in said district, on the 11th day of
Dr. F. G. McCulluin, of Cambridge, under said bankruptcy
1901, and recorded in the Hancock registry of
acts, except such debts
new
deeds, book 409. page 169, conveyed to me, the min. E. 80.82 ft., more or less, to the division
April, a. d. 1808.
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Baron K. Martin, of Hancock, front Orland to Castine; thence running
post; thence N. 83 deg. 53 min. E. 100.07 it., to
tiriewaswon by the home team. Score, District ok Maine, ss.
etc. If it does no
by his mortgage deed dated April 10, northerly on sad road six rods and nineteen a stone post; thence 8. 6 tltg. G7 min. E. 163.K
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his youngest son, but too late to render notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth said Hancock, and bounded and described as said road or place of beginning, containing Simpson,C. E
* In
by
Thirty Mlintr, by
of this descritpion attached anu made a part
American, a newspaper printed in said dis- follows, to wit:
His age was about seventy. He
five acres mote or less, and whereas the conany aid.
other
and
on the northeast corner bound
there
>f
is
two sheets designated reknown
credi»ors,
that
all
and
upon
chiltrict,
Commencing
j
Neuralgic Anodyne.
of
dition of said mortgage has been broken. I
leaves a w ife and a large family
in interest may appear at the said of land owned by F. T. Hodgkins at the shore: claim a foreclosure of the same and give this spectively as ‘Sheet No. 1,” and “Sheet No. 2.’*
dren. Temporary insanity due to poor persons
trn the
and is filed iin the registry of deeds for said
and show cause, if any they thence «• esterlv on the north line of said K notice for that purpose.
and
place,
time
throbbing, nervous
j
health undoubtedly led to the act. The have,why the prayer of said petitioners should T Hodgkins’land to the town road; thence
County of Hancock.
"lat may wear you anti itse
Geo. M. Warren.
Aprils. 1908.
u
And further the said Sullivan Harbor Water
:d.
* day
family has the sympathy of everybody.
not be granted.
by said road northerly twenty (2J) rods to a
°r two, to the
grip of rht
And it is further ordered by the court, that stake; thence easterly parallel with said rilHB subscribers. Adam Campbell, of the jj Company under its charter and this location
Hex.
13.
April
*Ch secma never ending,
1
Borough of Manhattan, city, county and | has taken and does hereby lake the water of
the clerk shall send by mail to all known south line to the shore; theuce southerly by
raleand state of New York, and Charles W. Hand, of
copies of said petition aud this order, the -shore to the first mentioned bound
|s.id Long Pond in said bulliv.m, excepting
Anodyne is guaranteed to
Henrietta E., widow of Capt. Heze- creditors
addressed to them at their places of residence place of begiuulug, containing ten (10) acres, the Boiough of Brooklyn, county o! Kings, j and reserving therefrom, however, so much of
In thirty minutes
died April 6, aged as stated.
kiah T. Carman,
and state of New York, hereby give notice the water of si id Long Pond us the i-orig Pond
more or less;
by the
Water Company under its location is authorHonorable Clarence Hale.
And whereas, the conditions of said mort- that we have been duly appointed executors
Witness the
seventy-eight years. Mrs. Carman was
ftr.ri ','‘IUabl1' remedy is entirel;
of the last will and testament rud codicil [ ized and empowered to take for itR purpos s
born here, and in early life was married to Judge of the said Court, aud the seal thereof, gage have been broken, now therefore, by
as
thereof.
llth
conditions
and
on
the
the
of
the limitation that the water taken
day
of
breach
of
thereto
reason
the
said
in
District,
eleven
tak i, 5rum anything else,
some
at
Portland,
years
[ fromwith
Capt. Carman, who died
said pond by the Sullivan Harbor Water
ALEXANDER MAITLAND, late of said
1 claim a foreclosure of said mortgage aud
Inte,rnall>’. reaching the
of April, a. d. 1908.
c,„.
ago. For many years she accompanied
NEW YORK,
this notice for that purpose.
I Company shall in no event reduce the water
James E. Hkwby, Clerk.
ani1
8.1
give
[L.
A
few
a'renKthening the
her husband on foreign voyages.
Sarah I Hodgkins,
deceased, no bonds being required by the in said Long Pond below a level fifteen feet
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
the sei
aVstem. and is at the
terms of said will and codicil thereto, and have | lower than the natural mean level of said
years before her husband’s death
Iiii'.
Attest:—James E. Hkwky, Clerk.
by J. A. Peters, her attorney.
March 31. 1908.
life
was given up, and they became per°nto
appointed Edward B. Mears.of 26 Mount Desert Lou^ Pond.
the
affected
thug „rubbea
*
Sullivan Hakhor Water Company,
was
She
street, Bar Harbor, Eden, Hancock county,
here.
greatly
that
manent residents
ita way through tlie
hereby gives notice
rilHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
rjnHE subscriber
of th»M\'nff
Maine, our aRent in said State of Maine. 1 by Harvey W. Dunhar, its vice nresident,
beloved by all w ho knew her. She leaves
She has been duly appointed executrix
administra*n t0 th*'
X
1
he
has
been
duly appointed
and by Charles P. Simpson, its treasurer,
All persons having demands against the
“ehing tissues
of
throt'hi
Lufkin.
testament
H.
and
of the last will
one sister—Mrs. Johnson
tor of the estate of
“robbing nerves.
estate of the said deceased are desired to
thereunto duly authorized.
JOHN F. PHERSON, late of FRANKLIN,
ALBION T. STUBBS, late of BUCKSPORT,
present the same for settlement, and all inthe county of Hancock, deceased, and debted thereto
Anodyne Is a family.
are requested to make payin the county of Hancock, deceased, and in
Affords Perfect Security.
*
All perMelissa:
All per- given bonds as the law directs.
,Invariably sneeeaafi
ment immediately.
Adam Campbell.
tUr,ng ‘t,.,
bonds as the laws direels.
The only flour I ever had any luck with
of sons having demands against the estate
*rhes
Foley’s Honey and Tar affords perfect given
Match 9, 1908.
Chas. W. Hand.
|
h.!,,*’'1*’ rheumatism. I
sons having demands against the estate
is Gold Medal Flour.
of said deceased are desired to present
sprains.
tooth
1*ucixda.
security from pneumonia and consumption,
•olds., orn,rj?ISf'sare desired to present the
deceased
said
auu
same for settlement, and all indebted
as it cures the most obstinate coughs
the
,i2p,l bottle’ SOr" thrnat. etc. A' i.
thereto
indebted
all
and
same for settlement,
Lucretia:
colds. We have never known a single inthereto are requested to make payment im^aran,0”1* c°sts butth.25 cts.. wi
are requested to make payment immediately.
alter
Just
learned
that
Gold
Medal
Flour
Is
in
E.
Blaisdkll.
Frank
of
a
cold
pneumonia
stance
resultiug
mediately.
Ruoda A. Stubbs.
money
Rtisfaeiorv0 Oft"* hv The
A.
Subscribe for The American.
sifted ten limej through finest silk. Eugenia.
Foley’s Honey and Tar had been taken, u.
Franklin, March 21,1908.
th<u»Plin
™ Lo
&> Portland, lie. 1 witt
Bucksport, March 31,1908.
Parchbr.
H.
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After Once
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Holtz & Stanwood,
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emulsion,
Vinol
bodybuilder
strength
children,
people,
coughs, colds,
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good
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color,
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Moving pictures

have

been

the attrac-

tion at grange hall the past week.
Herman Grindle has moved his family
into the Bowden house on the cross road.
Mrs. F. F. Wardwell and son Harry, of
North Castine, have been visiting relatives here.
John Littlefield, of Boston, formerly of
this place, was in town last week calling
relatives.
Mrs. R. E. Campbell, of Seal Harbor,
has returned home, after two weeks with
friends here.
Miss Nina Varnum has returned to her
Rtucies at Bucksport, after spending four
weeks with her parents here.
Rev. C. H. Bryant, pastor of the Meihodest church, who has tilled this charge for
the past three years, preached his fsre wpR
Mr. Bryant has labored
sermon Sunday.

on

thBcrUsrmmia.

Thousands Hate Kidney
Trouble and Never Suspect 1.
Prevalency of Kidney Disease.
Most people do not realize the alarming increase and remarkable prevalency
ot

kidney disease.

While kidney disorders are the
most

common

diseases that pre-

vail, they
almost

the

are

last

recognized by
patient and physicians, who

con-

themselves
with doctoring the eiTccts, while the origthe
undermines
disease
inal
system.
tent

What To Do.

dist Sunday school are preparing for
Easter concert next Sunday evening

7.30.

April

Woodlocke.

13.

_

WEST

east Harbor for the

are

Pe-ru-na

factory

John W.

Bixler,

formerly United
Circuit Judge, now

States

Judge

season.

and wife are home from
where
they spent the

S.

U.

COUR'

an

as

Invigorating Tonic!

United

Charles Blake left home Wednesday to

join the steamer Yale,
employed.

on

which he will l

e

States

Mrs. A. M. Friend, of Milbridge, has
sold her house here to Miss Georgene
Travor, of New York.
Charles Johnston, of Melrose, Mass.,

District

Judge, of

Kansas, endorses Peruna.

j formerly

of this place, is in town. He
has rented Mrs. N. K. Mayo s annex, and
will move his household goods there.

!

\

Annie M. Smith has returned to Jacksonville and Chester Smith to Philadelphia. They were called here by the death
of their aunt, Mrs. Mary Nelson.
R. W. Nutter, wife and granddaughter
Georgia Blance, were called to Prospect
Harbor last Sunday by the dean*
Charles Blance, jr. Mr. Nutter returned
home this week.

Through

STONINGTON.

wife
birth

Recommends

has

winter.

the correspondent
slated that H. O. Staples,

an error

of

of a son, ten
congratulations on the
and one-half pounds.
Ervin Thurston. Greely Small and Floyd
Colby went to Vinal Haven Wednesday in
search of clam9 for the factory.
The seniors of the Stonington high
school will present a minstrel show in
the opera house Monday evening.
Stephen Small accompanied his wife to
the Maine general hospital, Wednesday,
where she will undergo a surgical opera-

April

Une Femme.

13.

&JUDGE JOHN W.BIXLER
1750 P. STREET.

I

Belmont, Mass.,

Abel Staples and wife have returned
Brockton, Mass., to their home here.
Mrs. Georgie Morse is employed by th
Portland Packing Co. at its factory at

from

Sedgwick.
Rev. Mr. Bailey, of the Brooklin Baptist
church, preached an interesting sermon in
the chapel Sunday.
The schooner Teresa D. Baker. Capt.
Shea, has been here during the past week
loading roofing gravel for Boston.
Mrs. Belle Wood, who has been serving
as housekeeper for Herbert Hale a few
weeks, has returned to her home at Blue-

your I’erunn K

recommend

§

&

an

$

2

excellent
remedy for §
coughs and «
colds.

WASHINGTON, D.C.

Fred Hamilton and wife, who have spent
home.

I

|

§

day.
are

s

tonic, also

NORTH BROOKLIN.
The fresh clam bait season dosed Satur-

the winter in

1 can

unhesitatlnsiyl

Invigorating 5

spent

receiving

5

as an

last week, it was
of Bangor, had rented the Wells house.
Fra.ik Jones has rented the house.
the
Mrs. Adelaide Marks, who has
winter in Somerville, Mass., with her
daughter, is home. She was accompanied
by her daughter. Miss Addie Marks, who
has spent the winter in New York with
her sister, Mrs. George Lcpaus.

Mary

Stephen Stanley and

Staples

Massachusetts,

Sellers is in very poor health.
Master Carl Gott, who has Deen visiting
his grandparents, Ezra Gott and wife,
has returned Lome.
Mrs.

JUDGE

returned to Bluehill

Mrs. Chester Smith has gone to NorthAbel

DISTRICT

business.

A. E. Farnsworth’s clam
closed for the spring.

PPOSPECT HARBOR.
The V. I. society met Wednesday with
Mrs. Ira Workman.
Mrs. John S. Coombs has been quite ill
for a few days, but is better.
Miss Genevieve Cole left Saturday for
Waterville to resifme her studies at Coburn
classical institute.
Clarke Blanee came home from Kittery
Point Monday, called here by the death of
his brother. Charles Biance, jr.
Lewis Noonan and family have returned
from Sullivan, where they have been livingfora year or two, and opened their
house.
Business is brisk at the south end with the
clam factory running. A large vessel has
just been discharging coal for the E. T.
Russell Co.
Stephen C. Cole is at South Gouldsboro,
where the selectmen are in session assessing taxes. Miss Julia Ouptill is taking
his place at L. P. Cole’s.
C.
April 13.

on

Miss Ada Herrick
Saturday to teach.

at

There is comfort in the knowledge
often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy, tion.
Mum.
April 11.
fulfills every wish in curing rheumatism,
SOUTH BROOKSVILI.E.
pain in the back, kidneys, liver, bladder
and every part of the urinary passage.
Mrs. William S. Cousins is very low.
It corrects inability to hold water
George W. Gray is improving slowly.
and scalding pain in passing it, or bad
Samuel B. Bla*e tried his new power
effects following use of liquor, wine or
boat Saturday.
beer, and overcomes that unpleasant neRev. A. B. Carter delivered an Easter
cessity of being compelled "to go often sermon
Sunday.
during the day, and to get up many
Sidney Black, of Naskeag, visited old
times during the night. The mild and
friends here Saturday and Sunday.
of
effect
Swamp-Root
the extraordinary
The schooner Ellen Maria, Capt. Warren
is soon realized." It stands the highest
has gone to Penobscot for
for its wonderful cures of the most dis- Hutchinson,
wood.
tressing cases. If you need a medicine
Capt. W. H. Chatto, in the schooner
you should have the best. Sold by drug- Louisa Frances, has gone to Portland for
gists in fifty-cent and one-dollar sizes.
freight.
You mav have a sample bottle and a
C.
April 13.
book that tells all
about it, both sent free
ir;
made
of
Roofing
Carpenter-Morton
wool felt saturated with boiling asphalt
by mail. Address Pr.
Gilmer & Co., Bingand then treated with a special waterproofing compound so that it is not afhamton, N. Y. When Home of Bwamp-Root
fected by heat or cold.
It can be put on
writing mention this paper and don't the
steepest roof without fear of its runthe
but
remember
make any mistake,
and
is
almost everlasting in its wearning,
name. Dr. Kilmer’s Swamp-Root, and
Ask H. F. Wescott more
ing quality.
the address, Binghamton, N. Y.
about it.
so

town

an

SMurtumotv.

ST&foertwnnciU.

COUNTY NEWS.

hard daring his pastorate here, with many
His many triends wish him
results.
I
he may For Additional County Nero*. im other page*Ftor nrirlUional Omm» New tee other page* success in his new field, wherever
be located.
BROOK LIN.
Bradley Wv Littlefield, who has been in
PENOBSCOT.
Hebron the past six months, has returned
Wallace Tainter has gone to New LonGilbert Leach is repairing his house.
home much improved in health.
don, Conn.
Mias Rena Mason, of filaehill, is visiting
Otis Leach is building a piazza on his
Warren Ford, who has been very ill, is !
F. W. Bowden and wife.
house, which «dds greatly to its appeal>
improving.
Ray H. Ward well has moved into the anee. S. Q. Varnum is doing the work.
Charles Friend, of Lynn, M*-ss., is in
W. B. Clement house for the summer.
The teachers and pupils of the Metho-

COUNTY NEWS.

|

Pe-ra-na Testimonials.
woman, out of pure gratitude,

Disordered Liver.

writes us a letter,
When any man or
menting upon the benefits he has received from the use of Pcruna, when
he does this without any solicitation or remuneration of any sort, and furnishes us a recent photograph, so that his identity and responsibility in
the matter is beyond question, then do we consider a testimonial available

for

Constipatim.

Mr. iV.O. Clement, Assistant
Mini**
••Rome Georgian,” Rome, tia.,
“It afford* me pleasure to
volnntufl.
testify to the true merits of year wo*
derful Pernna.
“1 have for several years been snlferiM
from disordered liver and chronic ««.
stipatlon, for which 1 bad tned asrtu
many remedies, hut none did me my
good. My whole system wa-s.. thorough,
ly overcome that I was easy thatch «>n
and the consequence was that a
chronic
ease of catarrh was fast
developing.
“I have been taking Pcrunafordi
weeks and am happy to say that it has
had the desired effect. My liver isia
good condition, constipation disappeared, and 1 no longer feel any o! the'
symptoms of catarrh.
“In truth I am now in letter hcalti
and feel stronger than I have for several
years and it is all duo to the wonderful
effect* of Pernna.”

com-

writn;

advertising purposes.
are at the present time publishing many hundreds of testimonials.
We give the name and address in full of each otie of these people.
We have no use for, nor w’ould we publish for any sum of money, a frauduour

We

lent testimonial. To do such a thing would l>e disUo»v.fable from amoral
standpoint, and commercial suicide from a bqjdnfrss standpoint.

“My mi moron* friends in Texas, where
Tonic and
I have had the honor to command a
and
H.
Parsons
Is
ex-Statojdenator
W.
Xenophon.
April 13.
brigade of her Veteran Cavalry, in a
ex-8pecial Judge of the ^supreme Court
war, may accept this volunMT. DESERT FERRY.
of Texas, also Brigadier General in Con- four-year
testimonial to the merit of Pernna |
Harvard Carter is teaching in West federate Army. In a
letter from tary
a sense of obligation for its wonFranklin.
D. C., this from
Sr.5 H St., X. W.,
E. S. Jellison and Lewis Jordan are setderful efficacy.”
gentlem Ml says:
prominent
weirs.
their
ting
“Upon the rer^nmendation of perAppetite and Digestion Poor.
Miss Beulah True ie at borne from New
Mr. Charles Schweihs, Lexington,
sonal friends Kim many strong testimoYork, where she spent the winter.
nials of the ^Bcacy of Pernna in the Texas, writes:
Arthur Lounder and wife are receiving
“I suffered from catarrh of the liver.
Byatemic Catarrh.
congratulations upon the birth of a treatment of the numerous symptoms of
daughter April 10.
Mr. Moeea F. Morrill, Route s>, Columthejptp, with which I have been affect- What I ate disagreed with me. I was
Miss Carrie Colby was called to Chelsea, e*Tor four months
past, I have been in- weak and feverish. 1 slept very poorly, bus, Kansas, writes:
Mass., last veek to attend the funeral of
“The Improvement In my health hai
'(luced to nndergo a treatment of this had rush of blood to the head. I was
very despondent, and took no pleas- been wonderful. My bowels are regulat
justly celebrated formula.
astofTturmtnt*
“I feel a decided change for the better ure in anything.
My appetite was as clock-work. I can now eat like oil*
after nsing It only one week. It is es- changeable, digestion podi*.
people and my victuals digest ook
“Your medicine made me well again, pletely. I think I am cures! of system*
In toning np the stomach,
good
pecially
I
George Johnson end MiM ingm jumisvx,
and has a decided effect upon my appe- for which I express to you my heartfelt catarrh.
Milton Clifford, of Bangor, will com4ay, his mother, Mrs. Ruth French,
who have spent the winter with relatives
mence work on his cottage at the Point
accompanying him.
tite. I therefore feel much encouraged thanks. I firmly believe that for all who
“It has been a hard fight, but I can
home
returned
in
Saturday.
Norway,
lira. Edgar Gay, who spent a week with soon.
that I am on the road to complete res- suffer in like manner it would have the out victor. Many thanks for your kilt
few
a
entertained
Reed
Ethel
is
Miss
west
at
Mar parents reoenUy
Sullivan,
Ball has returned home
Marguerite
same
effect.”
toration.
counsel and management.”
good
at home. Mrs. Lottie Gay was her guest a Medfleld, Mass., where she has been em- 1 of her friends Tuesday evening before gotarn days last week.
ing toTrenton to teach the spring term of U
ployed the past winter.
school.
on
was
in
John W. Biaisdeil
Bangor
her aunt, Mrs. M. E. Pearson, who died
Livonia Phillips is at home from South•Her three and one-half months of clou
George S. Parker and Albert Jacobson, «
ti—inrnr Monday. Mrs. Caddie Biaisdeil, west Harbor, where she spent the winter
suddenly. She leaves two brothers—A.
lime.
of Mt. Desert, ere working for Hodgdon A
Mrs. Lottie Bunker, Mrs. C. J. Watson. with her uncle. Dr. Dana Phillips.
L. and E. H. Colby, both of this place.
F+ aldttionol Count y .Vmm, m« o<K#r pagt
Mm. Cassie Bunker and Miss
Friends of William Crowell, of Jont*Mabel
Lamson. At present they are building an g
I.
Arthur Loander came home from BosL.
Ward
well
and
wife
to
leave
expect
Harborside.
to
hear Madam
addition on the Clark cottage,
were
over
Donnell
e
porl, who is employed at the U. 8. life
ton last week. Mr. and Mrs. Lounder are
rhorsday for Pennsylvania to viait their
station here, are glad to ! ear that
Hchnmann-Heink.
savin*
STONINGTON.
sermons
and
Two helpful
interesting
the parents of a baby girl, born April 10.
nephew, Leslie Newcomb, who has a
1
be is recovering from his recent operation
B.
were delivered by Mr. Shackledon, of the
Fred A. Torrey iion
g
business trip to
April 13.
position there. Frank Crabtree, of Ells- i
C. A. Penney shot two wild geese. One
and
expects to be back to his work this
Bangor seminary, Sunday, at Union c
worth, will be operator at the Ferry dur- j Bar Harbor.
was but slightly wounded in the wing,
church. D. I. Patch will preach next Sun- i
EAST FRANKLIN.
Rev. J. P. Simon ton U attending con- spring.
ing Mr. Ward well’s absence.
and is now as smart as ever. Mr. Penney
day.
ference at Honlton.
Mlan Eva Springer has gone to South- will try to domesticate it.
C.
April 13.
BROOK8VILLK.
Mrs. M. M. Babbidge, who spent the
Miss Irene Marks is attending the semivast Harbor to teach.
E.
April 13.
winter with her sister, Mrs. N. Higgins,
Mrs. Edith Young is ill.
at
OTTER
CREEK.
nary
H.
Branscom
his
visited
Mrs.
J.
Bncksport.
had
taken
off
at
at Town Hill,
Reginald Joy
finger
Mrs. Stillman Kencb is very ill. Mi;
EASTBROOK.
Wilfred Gordon’s chopping bee.
over
Thursday, leaving Friday for her
George Smith has purchased a horse of
Ernest, son of Mrs. A. F. Dow, is very Carter is
working for her.
Francis Wilbur and wife are visiting home in Stonington. She reports a J
Arno Cleaves, of Bar Harbor.
ill of pneumonia.
The friends here of Rev. and Mrs. Lori1
Mrs. Etta Cousins is in Hast HloehilX
Mrs. Calista Wilbur.
oaer sympathize with them in the loss of
pleasant and comfortable winter in the
Mrs. George Eddy, of Seal Harbor, has
Rockland Rebekah lodge will hold its
caring tor her son Roy, who is very ill
Herbert Piper, a young man who has North, after the past five winters in j1
aeen visiting at Mrs. Lucy Bracy’s.
annual roll-call April 16.
vXhair chad.
Mrs. May Weaoott is quite ill. Her
been lighting consumption for several Florida.
The ladies’circle will meet with Miss
Miss Evelyn Tyler has gone to Portland
Schools open April 13. Miss Buzzell
died
The Kindergarten sewing society met
mother, Mrs. E. U. Douglass, of Brewer,
Sunday afternoon. He
?lara Davis Wednesday afternoon.
to learn the milliner}* trade.
tenches the grammar, and Mrs. Florence years,
is with her.
leaves a father, mother, three sisters and Thursday evening with Mrs. E. R. Heed.
The young people held a party at the
Springer the primary.
two brothers; also an aged grandfather, There was a
j Miss Laura Greenlaw has gone to PortDaniel Ryans and wife went to Eat
good attendance and a very
aall Thursday evening. A fine time is land to enter Shaw business college.
The building which has stood so long whom he has cared For, for several
evening was well spent sewing
Bluehill Wednesday to see Mr-. Ry*m
pleasant
on iiie land of G. H. Rutter and G. h.
•eported.
in
One
brother
is
Porto
Mrs.
Next
Thursmost
Wallace
Arecibo,
tor a
returned Monday brother, Roy Cousins, who is failing tntyears.
worthy object.
George
Welch between the two bridges has been Kico, and the other one cared for him in
Miss Jennie Davis, who has been em- j from a visit to her parents at Swan's
day evening the society will meet with 1
moved by John Wentworth.
in
New
the last of his illness. His oldest sister,
All
are
invited.
York the past winter, is at Island.
Mrs. Austin Reynolds.
cloyed
aorne on a visit.
Word comes from day to day from Mrs. who has always kept house for him and
S&farrtisrmmc
N. F.
Capt. Seth Webb has gone to Boston to
April 13.
J. H. Patten, who is at Portland hospital her grandfather was also with him. He
Walls, Maynard Hagerthy and make arrangements for his summer in the
Elbridge
with her son Clarence, that he is getting was a member of Greenwood grange.
WINTER HARBOR.
[Jaehelder Dunbar have gone to Bar Ha;- I Maine woods.
1
along as w ell as can be expected, but is
^or to work on the electric line.
Gem.
April 13.
Mrs. P. O. Torrey remains quite ill with 1
Mrs. Calvin P. Moon is home from New
unable to return home yet.
Mrs. George Grover and Mrs. Maude Hampshire, where she and her son have !
rheumatism.
(
NORTH
SULLIVAN.
Ku.y Way to Stren|tht‘U It and Oil
11.
R.
April
smith cauie home Sunday from Southwest spent the winter.
Dr. A. h,. Small was at the Bangor 1
Well.
Leonard White is very ill.
where
have
Uarbor,
been
t
they
visiting’ John Hogan, of Hogan «k Co., New York
i hospital Wednesday.
WEST FRANKLIN.
relatives.
Oliver Newman and Harold Gordon
A good digestive system, one that
and Philadelphia, is in town
after i
i D. A Morrison, of Bar Harbor, spent 1
looking
came from Wilton Wednesday.
the interests of his stone business.
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Rngene Butler went to Tar Harbor
acts bo that you do not know that you
Sunday with relatives here.
Friends here of W\ A. Havey, of Frank- !
1
Thursday.
Mrs. Henry Young has been visiting
Joseph C. Harmon arrived home from I have a stomach, UOod’8 birthright to
of
learn
his
illness.
to
lin,
regret
DEDHAM.
Boston Saturday, bringing with him an
The eight-months old child of Ralph
I relatives at South Uouldsboro.
a
Onias Springer is home from Boston on
Miss Marcia Burrill has returned (rom a automobile, the first one owned here.
every man—to every woman.
Bowley and wire died Monday night from
Mrs. Clara Crane \*ent to the hospital at
business. He expects to return to Boston
week’s visit in Brewer.
the effects of whooping cough.
If digestion is weak, if food tarot
for
treatment.
Schooner John D. May loaded with pav- j
Tuesday
surgical
Bangor
j
in
a few' days.
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E. A. Thompson is shipping a carload of ing for Hogan & Co., ready to
Willis Bonsey is in poor health. All
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out of
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you are sleepless, nervous and
Miss Annie Johnson is in the hospital coarse of tides.
at Bangor for medical treatment.
>Ve call attention to new arrivals of
The Rockpoft girls’ basket-ball team j sorts—then the stomach is diseased
Miss Bernice McLaughlin is home for played the Stonington girls Friday even- and
prompt action should be taken.
the spring vacation of Bangor high school. ing. Score, Stomngton », Rockport 3. !
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W. A. Ennis, a well-known builder
The same evening the boys of Warren
Dress
Gloves and
Mrs. Rose Sleeper, of Milford, spent last
»
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Stomngton, 9 in Syracuse, tells an easy way
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stomach and get weU
the
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It is an easy thing to
A man named Dyer atole a boat in RockW
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land, and Bailed tor Snnahine. He bad on stomach and cure indigestion by
Lace and Muslin
Velvet and
Miss Maude Small is employed at North board a girl of about sixteen. Mr. Con- Mi-o-na. Get a 50-cent box fromu.
Art
Linoleums
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ary, of Sunahine, thinking thinga looked A. Parcber with his guarantee to
and Oil
Straw
Brussels and
_Henry Preble was injured quite seriously auspicious, telephones for Deputy Sheriff ! fund the money unless the rem !
Woolen
Friday afternoou by falling from a tree he baton. He, with Constable Sellers, went does all that ia claimed for it._
to Sunshine and arrested the man and
had climbed for gum.
Stair
Couch Covers and Portieres and Home
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of Sullivan, teaches the
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Suits, Coats, Skirts, Waists,

goods

off,

Goods,

being only

Spring

Furnishings

ready.
housekeeper.

Curtains, Tapestry,

Cloths,

Mattings,
Carpets,

Carpets,

Spring styles

are

very

large demand
We

in,

liavaiuable

primary.

of BOOTS and

and consist of the

SHOES for Men, Women and Chillargest assortment in Ellsworth. Tan shoes bein°- in

this season,

we

prepared

very

strongly

in them.

agents for several of the best makes such as Walk Over, for Men
and Women, The Stetson, Burt, Patrician, Cross shoes. Our
specialty is footwear for
the Children, and no better assortment can be found
anywhere.
are

sole

For Low Prices and Reliable Goods We

:m:-

strengthen}"

Moquette Rugs,
Squares,
Tapestry Carpetings,

Furnishings

dren

Stomach?

Corsets.

specially
early

prices

Our

How Is Your

are

Headquarters.

gallert.

The weir fishermen are all
starting their
spring work, although the weather has
been very much against them the
past two
weeks. El wood Hammond and E. E.
Bragdon are at work at the same location as
in
.past seasons.

April

13.

girl
discharged.
April 13._

Nihil.

18LE8FORD.
George Gilley arrived home last week.
Mrs. F. W. Bunker ia visiting at Ells-

worth.

Knfus Ham, of Bath, is visiting D. H.

Ham and wife.

SOUTH SURRY.
School opened April 6, Mies
Grant, of
Winnie Falls has gone to Ellsworth to I Cherry field,
teacher.
rtfinn
attend
school.
The Thimble club will meet with Mrs.
Jeremiah Young has returned from a Laura Ham thiB week.
visit to friends in East Bluehill.
Mrs. G. H. Fernald is much improved
Fred Curtis and wife are
preparing to go from her recent illness.
away soon, hoping to benefit Mr. Curtis’
Miss
Leona Gilley, of Baker’s Island, is
health by $ change.
visiting relatives at Bass Harbor.
CurtU Young, who has been with his
Mrs. Maud Stanley and
daughter Ella
mother, Mrs. Sarah Young, for some time,
spent several days with relatives at Sutton
has returned to Sound.
island

us?«s'?sr ■,rl"
April 13.

-> “

Tramp.

recently.

Rev. A. P. MacDonald gave an interesting Uluatrated lecture upon the “Life ol
Christ at the church Friday
evening.
Thursday, April 16, ia the day when the
lobster fishermen can put their
traps dowi

Family
Kennedy
Comer, Me.
14. i9»
“Would say in regard to t- 1
wood's Bitters they ..re invaluable
1
of loUigcsuon, Uili°usne3S.
"
itcxdache. etc. I wouid not be
“aout tue... in the house ior family
'_u_ra resoectfully.
lira. Mary Stevens.
h»«
The “L. F." Atwood's Bitters
earned a great reputation by reitf f
sickness end promoting health
the 6 t
ire the

Hampden

August

■

“family physician."

lousehold
remedy in thousands
tomes—always handy—always sale—,
At
stays reliable and efficacious.
.tore, 35c.

